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THE UATURE AND SOLUTION OF THE CO!IiMUJ.'HTY BOY PROBLEM. 
Introduction. 
1. The Problem Stated. Every boy is a real :problem. This 
is a statenant that will be accepted without question by everyone 
whose knowledge of boys is derived from an intimate association 
with them. Tre boy is a problem first and fore most in his own 
home. If he is understood there and properly trained, m becones, 
after due process of tirre, a noble· man and a wortby citize n . If, 
for any reason, tre hone fails, it is likely that tr.e Community will 
find itself involved i n tm pr-oblem of this particular boy; and if 
the community fails, tm State takes up the task and retires the 
boy from circulation, as it were . 
There are, therefore, two ma jor divisions of any adequate dis-
cussion of tre Boy Problem; viz., first, t.h.e boy problem in the home; 
second, the boy preble m in the corn..munity. The one !hs of supren:e 
inte rest to parents; tre otrer grips the heart and stirs the mind of 
every man and woman whose interest lies in the realm of civic progress 
and social bette rm:m t. 
2. Sc oP? of Thesis. The sco:p3 of this thesis is limited to 
that phase of tle boy problem which gives the community vital concern. 
To this end, it will be necessary to examine certain phases of the 
boy pr-oblem in the home. The usual discussion of the boy problem 
in the home aims to assist pa.rents to a better understanding of boy 
nature and its training---an e 1e rrentary discussion of child 
psychology, in other words. This examination of the home life of 
the boy will be for the purpose of assisting the community i n the 
solution of its problem by revealing the environrrental conditions 
out of which this problem springli. The home is the basic 
institution, the major factor, the dominant influence, which 
inexorably deter mires the slant of the boy's life. 
3. Terms defined. As a further limitation to the sco:r:e 
of this tre sis, a 'Mlrd must be said with reference to the size of 
the Community. It is obvious that both the problem and its 
solution would be quite different in a community whose popula-
tion is 500 than it would be in a community whose population is 
500,000. As ide from the factors of leadership and finance, the 
very forces which function as causes of the Communit.y Boy Problem 
are not at all the same in such widely diversified populations. 
It is however, possible to fix upon a rough minimum population 
and maint&.tn with reasonable accuracy that variations in the 
Community Boy Problem ~~ 11 be in the matters of size and intensity 
rather than in causes and :nature . This rough minimum population 
will be set at 10,000. That is to say that this discussion 
of tbe Community Boy Problem in it s nature and solution is 
applicable to cmnmunities of 10 ,000 population and over. That 
it may apply to smaller communities is possible; that · it does 
apply to communi ties of this size and larger is certain. 
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Part 1. 
THE NATURE OJP THE COMiv!IDHTY BOY PROBLEM. 
1. Sociologi cal Backgrounds. 
~-1. Congest ion of popuJ.a ti on. 
It is an i ntere sting phenomenon that in any city there will 
be a given section which is conspicuous by reason of its congestion 
of population. Here the economically weak gatl:er . Here , too, 
the gregarious i nstinct of man rides with a loosened rein . It is, 
also, tre general impression that over this area of dense popula-
tion, the spir it of vice and crime hovers a.nc~ broods with a sort 
of eternal vigilance t hat precludes its presence in the more remote, 
and supposedly more "resJE ctable" quarters of the city. This 
is not true. ·what is t:r.ue, J:e :::chaps , i s that the ab ili t) to 
conceal and in :refine evil i s greater i n the more remote quarters 
than i n the slum section. 
Furtbermore, the perpetuation of this congest ion of population 
seems provided for in the unrestrained fecundity of these dwellers 
in tm cre»1ded areas of our cities. Thi s excess of children over 
desire or need for them constitute s one of the great factors in 
the problem now be ing considered. 
~7hile the fact nmst never be lost sight of tmt a Community 
Boy Problem exists wherever a boy has gotten beyond the control of 
tl:e horra --regardless of tre looation of that home- - neverthele ss 
it centers as a rule in those areas whe re cross t :te crowded ways· of 
life. It is i n the centres of population in our cities that we 
are to observe the boy problem i n all its arrazing intracacies. 
B. Poverty 
It is often supposed tmt poverty is the c.h ief cause of the 
Connnunity Boy Problem. This theory is scarcely tenable in view 
of the facts. That it is a contributory caus.e none can deny. 
The boy wvho must nee ds battJe for success under tre handicap of 
extreme f :iB.anc ial need must certainly over-ride an obstac Je of 
which his more affluent brother kn01:1JS nothing of. But that 
poverty ~~ thrusts the boy out of his hone and into the lap 
of the commm1ity as a npro.blem" is a gratuitous assumption. I t 
doe s nothing of the kind • It needs to be said over and over 
again that the basis of the Community Boy Problem lies chiefly in 
an unfort!lnate hoJre environroon t. The boy who emerges from a 
palatial house--wmrein tre fatl::er is so nmch occupied in making 
money i n the business world, and the mother is so enamoured with 
tbe spending of it in the social oorld, as to recessitate leaving 
the boy's upbringing to the servants--is far mo r e apt to become a 
problem to the community than is the boy \Vhose horm is pervaded 
by poverty, fellowship and lrnre. 
As a sociological fact~ in producing the Community Boy 
Problem, poverty is more a remote influence tban an imnediate-
cause. That is to sa,r, poverty necessitates a huddling 
togetrer of many persons as a rule, with inadequate facilities 
for t m sui table training and development of child life and, 
because of this, it is e.asie r to involve the community than 
would ordinarily be the case with a home envirmnment not faced 
with the inevitable necessity of clutching after tre last cent. 
Parental Ignorance and Indifference. 
Hem in lies the major cause of the Community Boy Problem, 
in so :far· as it involves the horre atmosphere and envirommnt. 
One of the tragedies of our· modern civilization lies in the 
decline of the element of authority in t!:e life of the home . 
4 
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Parental control of children is approaching the negligible in 
vast numbers of homes in every city. This is' due in part to 
the spirit of the times , and in part to parental i g-11or-ance. In 
the day in which we live, we are wi tnessing a decline of a~thority 
in every realm of life. The spirit of unrestrained liberty 
is in the air. But, with the spirit of liberty, trere is a 
deplorable absence of t he disciplines of liberty. Sheer 
inde~ ndence, uncontrolled and ungoverned, is quite as dangerous 
to the wo·rld as is comp1e te subserviency. It is only when 
individual liberty is controlled by personal loyalty to· the 
greater needs of t!:e world tffi,t we may lay any claim to it as 
advantageous to the progress of civilization. 
It is at precisely this point that ~~e weakness of our home 
life is· to' be found. A freedom heretofore unheard of i s 
a.ssu.rood as a right by the boy and tolerated by the parent. 
Home becomes a hotel., the streets his playground, ani the pursuit 
of pleasure ani excitement the main object of life. Any 
attempt to limit this independence is resented a.s an infringe~rent 
of his inalienable ri~ts; and, since it is easier to yield than 
to battle for a principle, the pg.rent relinquisbes control and 
bemoans tre times. The boy pursues the uneven tenor of his 
way, unc ontro lle d by rna tu.re judgment , until at 1e ngth he is justly 
reckoned a community problem. So it is to be seen that th i s 
nev1 freedom that is in the air bee ones a rmnace, if with it there 
is not discipline and the introducti on of control i n conduct. 
In the main, parental ignorance is of two kinds :- (1} an 
actual disparity of intellectual attai!l.rrent between parents and 
the children; and, (2) an ignorance of the psychological ani 
physiological. background s that enables pam nts to understa:r.d 
wbat is going on in the unfolding and developing persomlity of 
the child. The first of these is a1most universal in foreign-
born parents. It i s becoming more and more evident in other 
pam nts as the moverrent t o place the level of intelligence of 
tre masses of the people at tile point of graduation from a 
standard high school progresses. As tirre goes on, more and 
more boys and girls ·will compJe te a high school course. The 
trend of the tirm·s is constantly on the increase. 
connection Prof. W. c. Bagley has this to say:-
In this 
"The enrolment in public high oohools ms increased 
nearly thirty-five :r:e rcent within a period of five years, ani 
the rate of growth in the latest years for which statistics 
are :furnisre d in the present report (of the Commissioner of 
Education) was substantially higher than the average rate of 
the fifteen preceding years. There is ever·y reason to 
e:x::re ct that, by 1925 the high schools will have doubled the 
enrollroont they had in 1910. If this rate of growth con~ 
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tinues for still another decade and a. half, our secondary 
schools will enro·ll by 1940 no fewer than 3, 500,000 pupils •••••• 
If present tendencies are not seriously retarded, secondary edu-
cation vli.ll be as re arly universal by 1950 as is eleiOOntary 
education to-day." ' 
This rreans that a generation hence the e·dneational level 
of parents will not ordins.rily be rurpassed by that of children. 
But, for the present, the distinction is well marred and consti-
tutes a factor· in the problem we are consider i ng. Tl:e boy 
kna.vs more than his parents. And, furthermore , he realizes 
it. This is an almost inevitable cause of trouble • Re s:r:e c t 
far pe.rental opinion decreases, discipline is weakened, and the 
very foundations of the most sacred American Institution--the home-
are undermined. 
Parental. ignorance of the. genetic processes, likewise, causes 
storms and difficulties in the f a mily circle. Control must 
be exercised i n accordance vii th the developing instincts a..11.d 
'Bagley, w.c., "School and HoiiB Educationn, YJ.B.rch, 1917. 
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natural reactions. For example, there comes a time in the 
life of the boy when i .t is not sufficient to demnd unquestioning 
obedience to' parental authority. In here nt in the very nature 
of his l:aing, there flows the instinct of freedom of p9rsonality. 
The boy realizes that he is not a chattel. His father does 
not own him. 
resp9 cted. 
He is a living soul with rights that must be 
The father, who n~J demands tl:a t the boy do sone-
thing, with no explanation other than that he must do it because 
his father says so, has run counter to a deep-rooted law of 
mture, and t:m result is rebellion on the part of too boy. 
Ignorance of the law has not excused the fatJ::e r. So, at every 
stage of the boy's life, there are differing and f u ndaroontal 
pbysi ological and psychological laws of deve loprn.;! nt whlch must 
be knovm and respected by those whose sober task it is to build 
men out of boys. Failure to recognize tllese laJNs, or training 
not in accord with them, produces discord in the home • And 
failure in t .he home is w:P.at n:ams too problem for tle community. 
A more su btle and perhaps more prolific factor in producing 
the Community Boy Problem than parental ignorar:ce i.s p:trental 
indifference. no one needs to oo told to-day that the crowded 
sections of our cities swarm with unwanted children·. Through 
ignorance and lust they were brought into the world; anl, unloved 
ani untended, they cling fever~shly to life. Undesired in the 
home, they becoiie burden s upon the community. They struggle 
for existence from the outset; they do battle i.•.rith an environment 
that wou1d crush them; with the streets as their playground and 
the gang for a teacher, they grow u:p to be cone the vote r s of the 
nation . They are rough and toug}l; but, i ndeed, tmy nmst 
needs be, to survive . 
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This m artless i ndifference on the part of rare nts i s a 
sinister not e i n the ljfe of our tiroos . It is a contributory 
:fac tor i n the r ise of the Community Boy Problem wh ich bulks l arge 
and demands recogni tion. 
D. Race Prejudice. 
Litt le neecls to be said of race prejudice as a f ac:tor i n 
produci:qs the Community Boy Problem save that it i.s an acquired 
characteristic on the part of the boy . The spirit of democ -
racy i s a dominant trait i n the boy who ms not yet surrendered 
his birthright. Such a boy is i n the best sense of the word 
a :pragmatist. He j udges his associates on ·the basis of their 
inherent qu.aJ. iti es and goo:i works . When a boy is stigmatized 
or ostracized by his companions for no other reason than that he 
i s a Jew, or an Italian, a. Gerf!l.an or a SWede, or soroo othe r race 
or nat ionaJ. ity , we are witreas to an act that is unwho some i n 
itsel f and un- natural i n the boys who do it. For the we lfare 
o:f society it is the busi ne ss of the co mrmmit y to rut hles sly 
stamp out such un-Aneriean and undemocratic ideas f rom the minds 
of tre boys wh o are guilty of them. For race prejud ice is a 
mernce to civilization for which there can be no excuse . To 
this end Mr. H. G. Wells says:- Tr 
"I am convinced myself that there is no more evil thir:g 
i n this present w orld tban Race Pre judice; none at all . I 
write deliberately-- - it is the worst single thing in l ife nC11r . 
It justifies and holds together more basemss , c ruelty, and 
abomination than any other s o r t of error in the world. n 
VJ:En found. i n boys, it is easily eradicable, and , for t he we lfare 
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of society·, the community must initiate t:r.re attack upon it. 
11. P&vsiological Backgrounds. 
A. Physical Fitness. 
1. Reve Ja tion of the Army Camps. The physical developne n t 
of the boyhood of the la:rul has long been knONn to be inadequate. 
Just hem inadequate was not revealed unti 1 the conscription of 
youth in the world war. Then it was discovered that 29(3~ of 
. I 
the drafted mn from 21--31 years of age were physicalJLy unfi t 
for general military service because of physical ailrrents con-
tracted in tirre s of :t;e ace . "This is an i ndictrrent directly 
of the society i n which theS3 IOOn had grown to mturity , and 
indirectly of the health service which has been offered in our 
Public Health System."' 1 
The community efforts on behalf of physical welfare of o1.:rr 
boys and girls as administered through the public school system 
have been i nsufficient and unsatisfactory . Quoting again from 
"The Classroom Teacrer,n:-"It is coJTI..mon pr-actice to write on a 
card the defects fo-und in t he children who are examined and then, 
after giving advice, whicll is of ten u:nhe eded, . to file the card 
until a year la:.ter when, upo n re-examination, the card and the 
child with all his defects, reappears . " 11 
!fever- again can we evade the re sp·onsi bili ty of f ortifying 
the bodies of our b oys: against the strain and stress of life 
in the wor Jd as it is . 
the 1e l f are of the nation . 
It is a problem of the community for 
:Not that there i s going t o be 
another war , and thus it is \vise to adopt prey.e.ra tory liB asures, 
but because the problems of peace 1~ quite as much stress and 
strain upon the physic&l fitness of the manhood of America as 
~t~!y,e r ani Engle hart , '~ The Cla ssrotnn Teac.he~J rp. 17 
• I If 
does the carnage of war. 
2. Malnutrition. Closely akin to this the ne is the 
subject of malnutrition---a condition which is vastly prevalent 
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i n our crar;ded cormnunity life to-dey. It is P3 rhaps tre basic 
disaster which threatens the wh ole physical life of the boy. 
Malnutrition means not only an i nsuff icient amount of food; it 
means also a lack of the right kind of food, or badly prepared 
food; or an unbalanced diet, or an over-supply of candy, highly 
seasoned foods in excess , coffee or other stimulants. 
The visible symptoms of nalhutrition are mny. The boy 
may be eit re r listless and dull, or nervous and highly axe it able. 
He is usually thin and p:Lle, aJ. though there are so rre cases i n 
which tre face is well-filJed out but flabby, with dark circles 
under the eyes. Poor teeth, a weak digestive s~ystem, and 
high susceptibil ity to numerous diseases are liJrewise signs 
pointing i n the general direction of malnutrition. 
The need of community endeavor to relieve this great evil 
cannot be over-stressed. The physical fitness of the childhood 
of the nation i s a vital problem. It is . one of the many angles 
from wh ich the boy problem must be observed, especially that 
phase of the boy problem which most co ncerns the community. 
B. :Menac e of Child_ Labor in City Streets. 
1. Newsboys. Everyone is amazed, appalled and angry to 
learn of the infamous practices af industry i n regard t o the 
employment of child lab or. Figures from the U.S. Government 
reports for 1920 indic ate that "over a million children between 
ten and sixteen years of age--one child of every 12 of those ages 
i n the entire country, and a much higher proportion i n certain 
sectionsn--are gainfully employed, and we fee 1 the horror of it all . 
And it is indeed, a horrible thing . That young boys should 
be tied to a task beyond their strength, and denied the right 
to exercise their social impulses and cultivate their 
gregarious i nst inct, is a crime. 
But, the ranks · of what is technically knmvn as "Indu s tryn 
do not hold all the victims of child labor. On the streets 
of our cities, uncounted numbers of young lives are hardened 
by contacts they ought not to have; forced to view life i n the 
raw; and battle with an environment that exerts only the down-
ward pull. 
!\[edi tate for a moment upon the arnzy of newsboys t hat 
i nvades--one might almost say infests--our cities. What 
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a radiancy , almost balo -like surrounds them , i n the sentimental 
mind of the general public . Little rrerehant princes are they. 
Val i ant supporters of an impe cunious family it is generally 
supposed . And, in later years , when, inddues: course of 
events, they have written their names high i n the realm of busine ·'= i:... 
or i nmthe professional world , some industrious newsp3.per man 
will attribute their rise from obscurity t o the experience 
accumulated on the city streets long ago. But all th is is 
the glamor of fiction. \Vhat is the real situation? 
V:/hat are the actual facts? 
The evidence accumulated from surveys, reports and other 
sources is sinister enough. So far as newsboys are concerned 
i t reveals the menace of tl~ trade from almost every cor£eivable 
angle. Among t he conclusi ons reached by tm process of 
investigation are the following:-
nThe ordinary newsboy is surrounded by influences that 
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are extremely bad, because (1) o~ the desultory nature o~ his 
work; (2 ) o~ the character o~ street li~e; and (3 ) of the lack 
of discipline or restraint in this work. 
The occupation is characterized by (1) rush hours , during 
which the boy Will work himsel~ i nto exhaustion trying to keep 
pace with his trade ; and (2) by long hours in which there i s 
little or nothing to do , during vih ich the boy has unlimi ted 
opportunit ie s to make such use o~ the street ~reedom as he 
sees fit. During these light hours , newsboys congregate in 
t he streets and commit many acts of vandalism. They learn 
all forms of ]Stty theft and are usually accomplished in most 
of the viees of tbe street. In building up their routes, 
tl:e boys often i nclude places of the most degrad i ng and detri-
rre :ntaJ. character . On the economic side, the loss is due to 
failure of the oc cupation to furnish any training f or 
1 
industrial caree+s•" 
Aside from the atrocious hours of the street trade--hours 
Yvhich , i n many i ns tames , either call upon the boy to be up all 
night or to arise before daybreak--is the detrimental effect 
of this form of occupation upon the physical wellbe ing of the 
boy. That cigaret smoking i s almost ,universal , even among 
the youngest representatives af tl:e trade, needs no demonstrat ion. 
Equally disastrous, hcmever , are the irregular hours of eating, 
and the unwise selection of food . Great quantities o'f c offee 
and doughnuts are consumed; hot dogs and mince pie from the 
alley counters and grimy lunch carts allay the pangs of hunger 
1 • Hand- book of the lJew York Child Welfare Exhibit of 
1911, page 83 
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at all hours until stomach trouble and malnutrition ta}~ 
t:re ir cer tain toll . 
Again, and even more insidious , i s the break- down in the 
re a.lm of morals • The reference here i s not to the grosser 
passions and their accompa nying vices, though these are likely 
to be given full sway, both in word and deed . What is rooant 
is the more subtle trickery that finds ex-pression in the boys 
attitude toward life. I t is the outlook on life that is 
expressed i n the thought that a cri mi nal i s punished not for 
breaki ng the law , but for being caught . A premiRm is placed 
on cleverness. Dr . Cl opper has made specific reference to 
this eVil in these ~~ rds :-
rrThere are· tricks i n newspaper se lli ng as we 11 as i n 
other t r ades , and ch i ld.ren are not slovv to l earn them. 
A careful observer cannot fail to note that certain news-
b oys seem always t o be without changs . Their patrons 
are generally in a hurry ani willingly sacrifice t he change 
from a nickel , e ven priding themselves on their unse lfish-
hess i n thus helping to rel i eve the su.py.osed poverty o'f 
the newsboys . As a matter of fact , such an a c t does 
real harm, for it arouses the cupidity of boys, and leads 
them to believe that honesty is not the l:est pol i cy . 
The temptation for newsboys to develop into "short change " 
artists is an ever present one, for the bustle of the 
streets creates a most favorable condition for t he practice 
of such f rauds . Yet i n sp i te of the nB.ny temptations 
which a.s sail t hem , numbers of newsboys are scrupulously 
exact i n the rm.tter of rm.king change , even under the most 
trying circumstarees. Another common form of deceit , 
used to play upon the sympathy of passers by , i s practiced 
afte r nightfa l l by boys of all ages i n off ering a solitary 
newspa per for sal.e , and crying i n a pJ.a..i nt i f f t one , "Please , 
mister , buy my last :paper? n A kind- hearted person 
read ily faJ.ls a victimB to thi s ruse , a nd as so on as be 
has passed the newsboy draws another copy from his hidden 
suppl y , and repeats his import uning. Comment i ng upon 
these f eatures of street trade , Dr . Charle s P . Ne ill , u.s. 
Commissi oner of le.bor , bas said :- nunless the chi ld i s cast 
i n the mold of heroic virtue , the ne\·;sboy trade i s a 
t raining in either lmavery or mndicancy. .Nowhere else 
a re the wits so sha.rp:3ned to l ook for t he unf'air advantage , 
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nowhere else is the rmfortunate lesson so learm d in youth 
that dishonesty and tricke~ are more profitable than 
honewty, and that sympathy coins more pennies than 
dee s industry. n 1 
Final.ly, it will be well to consider the plea of poverty that 
is made in behalf of the m wsboys . Is it founded on fact? 
Are these bright- eyed , energetic little youngsters who so 
arouse our interest a.'I'J.d sympathy, the rmin supJ.Drt of some 
family ir_>. des :fa rate need? 
:fUrther seys :-
Not as a rule. Dr. Clopper 
"One of the rea sons why the public is so indulgent 
towards the street worker is th:l.t it takes for granted 
the fact that the child is making a manly eff~t to support 
a 'M.dowed mother and several starving little brothers and 
sisters . Mrs. Florence Kelley calls thi s ' perverted 
reasoniqs' , and scores the public which unhesitatingly 
"pla.ces the burden of the decrepit adult's maintenance 
upon the slender shoulders of the child." Poverty has 
made an excuse for child labor f rom time immemorial by 
those Wh o pr'O f it most from the system. Newspa];e rs are 
not an exception to the rule; the newspapers extend their 
circu l ation through the efforts of the boys:--hence they see 
nothing but go·od in the m wsboys work , and fight lustily 
to defend what they elaim tombe the mainstay of tEe wi dows . 2 
It is to be noted that nothing has thus far be en said 
against the paper route as an occupation for the boy. What 
is to be condemned is the physically and morally destructive 
street trading and competition . Tr..e re is no·thing objectionable 
in the mere delivery of papers by a poy , provided the hours are 
within reason , the load is nat too great , and the route itself 
lies among hom s that are ab.ove question. I ndeed , the train-
ing thus received will probab·ly be of undoubted worth to any 
boy . 
1 Clopper, Edward U., Child Labor in City Streets. , p.63 
2 Ibid, P• 70 
2. Messengers and Delivery Boys . It is pretty generally 
recognized that the job of tre ssenger or delivery boy i s a blind 
alley task; and as such, finds little approval in the public 
mind . Then, too, the average rressenger boy, despite his 
uniform, has little about h i m that ap};eals to popular fancy. 
l'Jot infrequent ly he is m1kempt ; often he is over-acting the 
" tough", and at t i mes his slouching indifference is in mark.e d 
contrast to the eager vivacity . of his n ewspoy rival for public 
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approval. 
ditions. 
But these facts alone re veal only surface con-
Beneath the suxface there is a gr im menace lurking 
in this type of work that practi ca l ly gurantees the moral collapse 
of the boy who ru1dertake s it. This is more especially tru e 
of the night messenger and del ivery boys . 
Dr. Clopper's able investigation of this phase of the 
Community Boy Problem amply attests this fact. He says: -
"The deliver y of telegrams forms but a smll part 
of the boy's work at rri. ght , be cause f ew Ires sages are dis-
patched after business ho~s. I nstead, calls are sent 
to the office f or ne ssengers to go on errands. The boys 
wait upon t he charac ters of the undertvorld and perform a 
surprising variety of simple'tasks; they carry notes to and 
from tm i nmates of houses of prosti tuti.on and their 
patrons, take lunches, chop suey and chile eon carne to 
bawdy-house wone n , proeu±:e 1 iquor after the closing hour, 
purchas e opium, cocaine and other drugs , go to drug stores 
:for prostitutes t o get rm'dicine s and articles used in 
their trade , and :t:e rform other tasks that oblige them to 
cu ltivate their acquaintaince with the worst side of 
human nature •••••••• Usually the brightest boys on the 
night force become the favorite s of the prosti tutes ; the 
wom n take a fancy to particular boys because of the ir 
nersonal attractiveness, and sh~: them many f avors , so 
that the most promising boys i n this work are the ones 
most liable to suffer complete moraJ. degradation. 
1wssenger service not only gives boys the opportuni ty 
to l e arn what life is at night in "tender loin" districts , 
but the characte r of the work actually fo r ces them into 
contact with vilest c ondi tiorts and subjects them to t h3 
feaxful i nfluence s exerted by such associat i ons . " 1 
1 ~, pp 102 , 103. 
Again , we have the testimony of Dr. Charles P. Ne ill, to 
the same effect, i n these wcrds: -
"Tbe mwsboys service is demoralizing, but the 
messenger service is debauching ••••• and, saddest of all 
this service appeals strongly to the chlldre n. The 
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prurient curiosity of the developing boy woul d i tse 1:f 
incline him to like these calls to houses af prostitution, 
but they quickly learn also that w .amn who live i n these 
sections are more generous with their earnings in the way 
of tips than are the people in the more respectable sections 
of the city ••••••• It can be said that all tm boys v1ho 
go into the messenger service do not go to the bad, but it 
can be said with equal truth that ti': ruins children by the 
dozens, and that is any boy comes out of the service without 
laving suffered moraJ.. sh ip-wreck he c an thank the mercy of 
God for it, and not tile protecting arm of the community 
ths.t stands idly by and rrakes no attempt to save him :from 
temptation." 1 
Tre only solution for this problem is to take boys out 
of the rressenger service--at least at night . This , a number 
of States have done do ne by statute. New York :forbids any 
person under twenty-one years of age to undertake th i s kind of 
work between trn hours of ten o'clock at night and five o ' clock in 
the mo:r ning. Y.assachusetts has tre sane law, save that news-
JS..per of:ffues nay employ them. Utah, Michigan, 1Jew Jersey, 
New Hampshire , Tennessee, Ohio am otler States bave similar laws. 
3. Influence on Delinquency • If child lab or on city s tsee t s 
. 
tends to force an unwholesome environment upon those who practice 
it, the logical expectation is that Juvenile Delinquency will be 
greater among boys who a:re so employed than among boys who are 
otherwise employed. The breaking down of rest rains t, the 
premium set upon dishore sty, t he disastrous effects of irregular 
hours a.."Yl.d impro :p3 r food, the vitiating influences of sophi stica-
ted c ompanions--all as:::; i s 't i n giving the upvard tn..rust to 
deli.nqU9ncy- in the group subjected to these circumstances. 
And tm conclusion one would expect proves true in fact . 
Surveys and studies wherever n:a de, have led aJ.ways to the om 
conclusion--that Juvenile Delinquency i s greater among boys 
engaged in street occuJBtions th...an among bo;>rs not so engaged. 
This fact is admirably indicated in a comprehensive study 
made under Government auspices in 1907, and based on the 
Juvenile Cour·t records of a number of cit:ie s. This study 
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sh~; s that of the 4,839 delinquents considered, 2,767 had been 
employed. 8,797 offences were recorded, of which 5 , 471, or 
62% were committed by tho S3 who had been employed , wh ile 326 of-
fences- -38fa--were committed by others. 1 
Tmre is but one conclusion to be dravm--i.e. that the c rime 
sheets of the land demonstrate beyond a doubt tl:e ne rece of 
c}1..ild lab or on our city streets . 
111. Psychological Backgrounds. 
·while it is true that a third o:f all tl:e boys who are 
brought befor·e tl:e Juvenile Courts of Amer ica are unier 12 years 
of age, it is l ike vvi se true tmt tl:e upward curve of juvenile 
crin:e begins at a .bout ten years of age. At about this tirm 
ther e is born i n the boy a new i nstinct- -a new outlook upon 
l ife--a new rea.c tion to environment . This new element i s the 
rise o:f the social consciousness. It is the dawning of the 
gregarious ins tine t in his nature. Hitherto, l:e has taken 
his chief de light in playing much by himself. H8 has been an 
individualist . Now le wants to associate with ot:b..ers. He 
thinks in the terms of team play . He responds to the 
altruistic appeal. In short , he joins a "gang" . 
1 Senate Do cument No . 645, 6lst Congress, 2d Session. 
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Unfortunately in tre popular mind the word ngang" connotes 
sonething highly undesirable. It seems i:revitably to be the 
agency of evil. To be a member of a gang is considered tre 
v1 orst that can be said of a boy. Now all this i s qui te a 
mistaken idea. Nothi ng could be fartr.e r from the truth. 
To b9 sure, many gangs are evil, but tm.t is not because 
of the gang instinct, but because of evil individuals withi n the 
gang. The gang instinct i n and of it self, is entirely 
whole some ; and the gang may becorre the solution of our pr oblem, 
if we but deal wisely with it. For the basis of the gang 
instinct is loyal ty--and such loyalty as only the ardent mture 
of the boy can display. This loyalty is given primar ily to 
an individual , but ultimately to an ideal. Vr.ben the ide al is 
a worthy one and receives its full measure of devotion on the 
part of too boys, then the gang be cones tre finest force for 
good in the boy's l ife . Wben the ideal i s low, or v i cious , 
and receives a like full neasu!'e of devotion on the part of tre 
boys, then the gang be cones a mnace and tre situation becon:e s 
desre rate. 
Dr. William Byron Forbush descr i bes the gang instinct as 
nthe friendship making instinct", ' and refers to the gang as the 
most paverful single influence in the lives of most children 
between the ages of ten and seventeen. To the individual, 
the vo ic e of tre gang is the wice of publi c opinion. " The 
:peril of tre gang" , seys Dr. Forbush , "is not that the ga:ng 
i s bad , but that it is undecided; it never is sure of what it is 
going to do next . To ignat"e the gang is to le.t it go its mvn 
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aimless, dangerous way ." 1 
That \'fu ic h must constantly be borne in mind, then , i s that 
the gang is not to be feared or i gnored . On the whole , it i s 
on our side. I t is not an instrurrent of evi l by deliberate 
choice. :No boy starts out by wanting to be bad deep dov1n in 
his mvn soul. The solution of our problem l i es in the 
direction of tl:e utilization of the gang instinct . Direct 
its activities. Control its thinking. Se t up i ts ideals . 
Bear in mind constantly that the gar.g can easily be gui ded, i ts 
f~ qualities developed, and. the gregarious instinct of which 
i t is the expression. wholly and happily satisfied. 
Concurrent with tm rise of the social i nstinct i n the 
life of the boy appears that i nteresting phenomenon which we · 
are to discuss under its popular cognomen nher o worshi p". 
2. Hero Worship . ¥Then the dawn of thi s i nstinct breaks 
the rre ntal life of t:be boy has reached the stage of tre forma-
tion of i deals ; but , as yet , he is unable to t hink in the 
real m. of abstractions . I deals a s such, have no indep3ndent 
existence for him; they must be t i e d to a personality. So 
the boy takes his ideal of c ourage , of physical prowess , of v i r -
tue , of strength, and attr i butes them, and a host of others , 
to son:e older boy or man who be cone s for him a hero . 
Wha tever else nay be s a id of this individual at wh ose shrine 
the boy is n~1 p3. ying homage , he is a doer of deeds . The 
ability to a chieve results is a prirre essential i n the one 
who is thrust i nto the r ole of m ro . 
Vlhoever this individual nay be -- -whether his influence 
i s cast on t he side of right crr wro:ng---tm poi nt to be reme~-
1. Forbush , William B. , Boy Problem in the Ho~ , p . 144 
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bered is that his influence is dominant in the life of the boy . 
A single p3rsonality may now rrake or mr his vrh ole career . 
For the boy i n the home of culture and r efine r.rent , this 
problem finds an easy soluti on. But the instinct of rero 
worship i s no 1e ss masterful i n the boys 1!Vho are to be found 
roaming our city .streets. · They too mve the ir hero-s. 
That "these spring from the haunts of vice and crine mam s them 
rather more than less attractive . 
The gang leader frequently fills the r ole most acceptably 
to the roo mbe rs of t re gang . Thus i t is that out of this 
norn:ally helpful age ncy of the gang; ani. this unquestionab l y 
mast erful instinct to personify his ideal s in an i ndi vidual 
whom he knows or knavs of; we have two poten t f actors in tre 
produc tion of tre Community Boy Problem. 
It is the unquestiom d duty of every community to pt"'OVide 
a wit able solution to this distressing :pr-oblem. I t is a 
duty on the basi s of the highest ethi cal standards and social 
service ideals; it i s a duty on the la.~ plane of se If-pr ote c tion. 
These boys of the c i ty streets wh ose environment is such as to 
make one shu dder , are school boys, too. They are virile; they 
are s plendid "mixersn; trey as sociate f reely with the boy from 
the firer home environment. As a rule , the downward pull of 
their i nfluence i s greater than the upvard pull of the more 
pr iviJe ged boy . In self-defense, the thoughtful pa.re nt 
will sponsor any plan tha t will tend t o turn the~ hero worship 
i nst inc t i n the direction of a v;orthy ideal. It is the duty 
of awake ned citizens to arouse the sleeping consc ience of tre 
great masses of thought ful people who realize that so IIl3 thi ng is 
wrong , but Wh O do not knON \'i.hat i t is • 
B. Fa.otors Developing the Emoti ons . 
1. The moving p icture . The moving ·picture show be cones 
a factor in our consideration of the boy proble m, not be cause 
it is inherently go od or bad, but be cauEe the great rm.j or ity 
of boysj from an exceedingly youthful stage , go to the movies . 
I n the psychic mture af things , no b oy attends a IB rformance 
without sanE sort of an emotional react ion. I t i s not the 
purpose of t his discus sian to enter into a debate on the 
virtue s or the vicew of the present order of things i n th i s 
field of amus enE nt , nor to suggest tl:e s elution of the problem. 
Vlliat it is inte'nded to do is to indic ate the features of the 
situation VThich mke the moving picture a factor i n the life 
of the boyhood of the nation . 
Consider first the economi c f actor. I t is obvious 
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that, from the point of view o-.f the boy, the house which offers 
entertai!l1D3nt at tre lowest rate is the most desirable establish 
me nt , a nd tbe one most frequently rntronized. Our c i ties 
are f i lled with ill- conducted houses charging ten or fifteen 
cents admission , and i nto which pour uncounted numbers of 
chi ldren i n search of h:l.ppiness or thrills or br i e f forget -
fulness. 
From the producer·s point of view, that tyJB of picture 
that will draw tre greatest crowd i s t h9 t ype of picture for 
him to produce . He is i n business essenti ally f or profit--
not service , nor education , nor yet moral upli ft. "Busi ness 
is businessn is his motto . He has decided t hat pictures 
displa.ying l j_f e i n the r aw , wild, brutal , physical and sensuous 
are th-e type that mve the greatest pulling power . Hence , 
the ·marlre t is flooded with these unhealthy and revolting 
misconceptions of life for these unsus:p3cting children to 
gloat aver. 
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Uow , let us consider the factors lying ·within the scop:~ of 
our intere st. Recognizing th~ type of picture that is 
calling boys from tre streets t o the sharr s, hO'Jv often do they 
go? :Many of these houses change the bill da ily, others 
e very t wo days. This is dom solely be cause the same people 
patronize too show every day or every other day. I t is not 
unusu..":!.l f or boys to go four and five tine s every week. 
Naturally imitative, and exceedingly susceptible to su~gestion 
it is to be expected that their coniuct will be motivated by 
those events which they have v·;i tressed. 1rnd i t i s . No 
accurate statistics as to how general this practiv-e is, are 
availa bl~ ; but it is reasonab le to suppose that much of the 
early vice and crizoo nmv becoming so pre valent, is fostered 
by an a ttempt on the p3.rt af the children to reproduce the 
s cenes in a ctual life, which they have wi tnessed on the 
silve r screen . 
Finally, it is certainly bad, from a psychological point 
of view , for these you11g lives to have their emotions wrou ght 
to high pitch day after day, only to have them di e down again 
withou t le gi tima te utilization of this emotional energy. e 
must not fo rget the basic principle of psychology- that nevery 
i mpression nmst have a correspondL'lg expre ssion." 
The moving picture , the n , must be recognized as a real 
ana. prominent factor in the life of the boy who is consi dered 
as a co mrnuni ty problem. 
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2. Other factors . There are two otrer f actors which 
bul k large i n the development of the emotional l ife, and thus 
constitute psychological backgrounds of the Community Boy 
Problem. The one i s the dawn of. the sex life; the other 
i s the awake ning of the re ligi ous life. 
There is no more importatiG physio-psychol~gi~l f ac tor 
i n the life of tbe g rowi ng boy than that of sex. 
The Sex 
I nstinct. The traditional attitude of s ilence on this sub jec t 
by parents; or the vague , veiled an.d wh i sP3red re f e re nces 
to it when discussion has been permitted, has r esulted in 
a deplo-.rable situation . This f act i s now re cognized , and 
the i m® diate danger is that the pendulum will swing to t he 
opposite ext reme . The Freudian s chool represe nts t h i s 
excessive liberal ism, even eroticism, and the most charitable 
comtn9ntary that can be off ered on i ts teachings i s that t he 
little nugget of truth that is revealed i n them is gained at 
w 
too great a price of walloing in f ilt h. 
There are certain salient facts re garding the sex life 
that need to be borne i n mi nd in ar riving at a sane position 
be t ween the extremes of silence and garrulousness on the 
sub ject . The first is that early knowledge · is practica lly 
unive rsal. vrne n om speaks to a six or seven year old boy 
of sex mat te rs , he i s not t alki ng on an unknovm tbeme, though 
it is quite likely he zmkes use of unknown terms. The second 
fact to be borne i n mind i s that the phrase ' sex- life ' i nc l udes 
far more t o-day than it did years ago. It was foriiB rly 
thought that sex development and adolescence were c oncomitant 
teems phenomena . It is now knmvn that the sex i nstinct 
begins its developn~nt before eight years of age and that its 
and that its physiological aspect is only one phase of this 
development. Accompanyi ng this, are psychi c phenomena 
previously unassociated with the sex instinct , but n ow recog-
nized as trul y a part of i t . The outward mani festations of 
these phenomena are to be found in the strong attachments for 
other ch ildren, or for adul ts , expressed 
nby taki ng every chance to see , be wi th , touch 
kiss , or embrace the person who is for the 
time be i ng the one beloved , or even in a sort 
of fet i shism, any article belonging to , or touched 
by that one . 
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Romantic dreams , blind jealousy mingl ed with 
passionate devotion , often produce most erratic 
conduct , from slavish imitation to outburs ts of wild 
display . Cases ofncalf loven and " crushes'r are 
illustrations of these complexes. All this doe s 
not mean to i mply that every case of enthus i astic 
fr i endship is a manifesta tion of the sex i nstinct , 
either in thi s period or tbe succeeding one ; but that , 
frequently the incompletely deve l oped instinct does 
show itself for a while in this form . n 1 
A third fact to be kept in mind is tha.t sex instruc t ion 
must be given early; and , i f at al l possible , by the pare nts. 
The best subst i tute for parental instruction is the friend 
whom the ch:llld loves and res:p3cts . I t is hardl y conceivable 
that the i nformation cannot be i mparted to the average child 
from one of these two sources . There are other methods to be 
sure , but they a re all bad i n varyi ng degree. Among the worst 
is mass instruction in any form . Thi s subject is not one 
that lends i tself to mass discussion. Such d i scuss i on ar ouses 
morbid cur iosity and leads to vicious experime ntat ion. Sex 
control is not a resultant of factual knowledge . The stressing 
of phys i cal damage i s no longer considered scientifi c . Control 
i s engendered not through fear of evil reul sts , but through the 
1 Norsworthy and wnitley, Psychology of Childhood , p. 76 
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sublimation of i mpulse , the recognition of the higher worth of 
the ethical , moral, and spiritual things . Thi s appreciation 
of, and loyalty to, the higher life call s for personal dealing 
and individual training. 
The sex i nstinct, then, constitutes a vital psychological 
factor i n the cons i deration of the commanity boy problem . How 
to deal with it is a hotly debated subject , but , that it must be 
successfull y dealth with in the r i s i ng generat i on, allows of 
little dispute among those who know the appalling abuse of this 
i nst i nc t now current . 
Twenty- seven mil lion persons under twenty- f i ve years of age 
i n America receive no reli gious training whatsoever. 
Relig ious 
Training. The 16,000,000 in our Sunday Schools receive on the 
average, a scant thirty minutes a week from untrained and uninform 
ed teachers. Of every four children in the Sunday School of 
twelve years of age, three will have dropped out of both Church 
and School by the age of seventeen. 
Crime has increased in America 400% i n the last fifty years-
---a larger percentage i ncrease than in any civilized nation in 
the worl d . The age of criminals has decreased from the late 
teens to the ear ly teens. The crime ~ave is sweeping tha 
nation and gainirg in numbers and intensity. 1 
There is a definite and specific relation between this lack 
of religious train ing and the increase of crime. 
f i bre of the nation is breaking under the stress and strain of 
modern life. The one thing that will check the mad whirl 
toward moral chaos is the injection of ideals i nto the life of 
1. Ssatistics quoted from 1923 class- r oom lectures of Dean 
Walter Scott Athearn. 
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the childhood of the nation. An ideal is an idea shot through 
with emotion . Religion i s the idea of God made vibrant by 
individual experience. The results of religious experience 
in individual l i fe--high honor, purity, honesty, right conduct, 
and strong character--will come only as i ndividual lives have 
religious experiences. 
These unknown and un-numbered boys of our city streets---
these Community Problems---beneath all the grime and dirt, be -
hind all the carelessness of thought and speech, back of all the 
misdeeds and wrong attitudes---have each and every one the in-
herent capacity for religious experiences . Vithin each one 
lies the possibil ity of conduct mot ivated in the terms of a 
great Ideal. 
I t may be said that this is hyper-c~itical and practically 
i mpossible . But, it must also be said that the Commm1ity »oy 
Problem will never be completely solved until the religious train 
i ng which is a part of tre rightful heritage of every boy shall 
be a part of the training of each boy. 
The teaching of !Tethics" may sooner or later become a 
recognized part of the boy's training in the public school 
system. But ethics is not religion, despite the ideas of John 
Eewey. Nor is it a satisfactory substitute for religion. 
Religion is a conscious attitude towards Deity. The re i s 
within every boy an instinctive groping towards---a reachi ng 
out for---God . It is a cry for religion. T:bere is no 
agency in existence save the Church which has as its special 
task , the training and development of that inst inct . The 
a ilu.re of t he churches to fulfil l their mission is revealed 
in a series of startling figures that have been recent ly 
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procured . These figures show the fol lowi ng astounding f acts :-
'Taking the child.hood of Azmrica from i nfancy through 
the adol escent period , it has be en discovered that nir~teen 
out of every twenty Jewi sh children receive no systematic 
religi ous i nstruction through the agency of the Church. 
Three out of four Catholic children likewise receive no 
systematic religious i nstruct ion ; and two out of three 
Protestants are i n a similar unenviable position. Seven 
out of ten of the children of America receive no educational 
training i n the vital matter of religion. Moreover , it 
is found that while the 20th Jewish child--- tr..e one who does 
receive religious training~--rece ives 335 hours per year; and 
the Catholic child ren who receive such training receive 220 
hours per year; t he Protestant children in the Churcr..es 
receive only twenty- four hours per year- - - and thi s number is 
to be cut i n half , s i nce it is found that the agerage 
Protestant child attends only 50% of the sessions . 1 
Of what concern i s all this to the problem under d iscuss ion? 
Simply this.---since the Communit y Boy Problem is , after all , a 
problem i n human conduct mainly , and since human conduc t is 
largely affec te d by ideals , and our ideals are in great measure 
determined by re ligion , this whole question of religious e duca-
tion i s not a remote but a v ital factor ; not i ncidental , but 
fundamental in its relationship to the question. Crime in-
creases i n direct proportion to our dimi nishing ideals. The 
solution of t he problem lie s i n the re - birth of id_ealism, and 
the responsibility for this reaction rests upon those whose ideals 
yet burn and -flame within them. 
c. Factors produc i ng Delinq:uency. 
I n the mai n, it · can be said that the nuzoorous factors pr o-
duc i ng del inquency may be allocated under one or the othe r of the 
two general heads of heredity and environment . 
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1. Heredity. So far as heredity is concerned , there is 
an increasing tendency to recognize its potency in the life of 
the i ndividual . Whi le it is t o be vigorously asserted that 
man is not helplessly held by heredity nor forever fixed by fate , 
nevertheless a poor heredity background i s a persistent handicap 
that is diffi cult to overcome . 
I t needs to be pointed out that crime is not necessaril y 
the result of a vicious spirit , but may quite as well be the 
symptom of inherited disease . Mental tests are now revealing 
specific differences in mental ability within the population. 
There are those who are sup9r- normal; there are thooo who are 
sub- normal. It is the . super-normal group that furnishes the 
leadershi p for socie~; it is the sub- normal group which consti-
tutes a grave l i ab i lity--even a menace--to the community . 
Prof . Ross has this to say on this point :-
"The sub- normal are largely responsible for such 
s i nister phenorre na a s crime , paupe rism, vagrancy and pros-
tit ution. There is reason to believe that a thi rd of 
the prostitutes i n America are f eeble minded . I t i s 
supposed that from a quarter to a third of the paupers are 
hereditarily defective . Hal f or more of chronic i nebriates 
are victims of bad heredity . The proportion of cri minals 
who are mentally de f ective is no doubt mny times l a rger 
than that in the population at large. 
The number of feeble - minded i n the United States is 
not reckor:'E!d at less than 375 ,000, while a much greater 
host carry the taint in their germ-plasm and, i f tbey mate 
with thei r mvn type , may transmit it to their descendants ." 1 
The point to be note dis that these hereditary strengths 
and weaknesses are frequently discoverable i n chi ldhood through 
the agency of the mental test . Boys who are border-l:irt...e cases , 
morons , or d i stinctly feeble minded should not be left until they 
1 Ross , Edward A. , Principles of Sco iology , P• 17 
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break the law and then be thrust into reform schools. They a re 
cases for psychopathic or other hospitals; not for jails or 
similar places of incarceration. The conscience of tbe people 
must be aroused in behalf of these unfortrmates who'· through no 
fault of the ir own , are unable to meet with tbe conditions of life 
in a world like this and rise above temptation to evil. They 
are not vicious, they are not bad , they are simply sick. 
It is also to be recognized that these individuals whose 
mental equipment has been proven of negative value, are not likely 
to rise to very great he ights. It is safe to assert that a 
mor on at ten years of age will be a moron in adult life. No 
system of training is sufficient to supply that mental capacity 
which was not originally a paxt of the individual's endowment . 
Enviroruoont is liJrewise a mighty factor in the production 
of delinquency. This is so obvious and we ll knovm 
Environment. 
that little elaboration is necessary. The boy i s 
to a large extent the product of his companionships . He may 
safely be judged by the company he keeps. He is shaped and 
moulded by those into whose wociety l:!e is thrown most i nt imately. 
He reflects in his own life and conduct the idelas and standards 
of those with whom he associates. Tv..e boy, therefore , whose 
home life leaves much to be desired , and whose companionships are 
unfortunate, is an imperilled boy. He endangers others besides 
himself. It is therefore, the business of society to rectify 
that which, for the most part, it has itself produced . Certain 
positive facts need constantly to be borne in mind by those who 
seek earnestly to better social conditions . Among them is 
this--viz, environment can be altered, delinquency can be reduced . 
The immediate need is for an awakEned conscience on the part of 
those whose interests and sympathies run in the direction of 
altruistic service and social progress. 
This concludes the survey of the Nature of t~~ Community 
Boy Problem. We have seen that those forces which exert a 
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downward pull upon the life of the boy; those agencies that 
divert his footsteps from the path of rectitude, are the factors 
which go to make up this problem in all its i ntensi ty . 
These fall under three main heads---Sociological, Physiologi-
cal, and Psychological backgrounds. Thus far the discussion 
has concerned itself with principles underlying the issue . In 
part two the purpose will be to apply these principles i n an 
~nde avor to solve the problem, and to consider certain specific 
organizations and agencies which may be utilized as x mediums . 
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Part 2. 
· 'r BE SOLUTION OF THE COMMUIHTY BOY PROBLEM. 
~.A ~othetical City of lOO ,OOO Popglati on • 
• A. Boy population be tween ages of eight and e i ghteen . 
The solution of the Community Boy Problem i s a respons i-
bility resting down upon the e nlightened citizen body i n e very 
community . Eve~ thinking man, deeply i nte rested i n his 
c i t y' s wel:f are is vitall y · c oncerned with th i s phase of the 
b oy problem . Nor i s this concern ne rely chari table . It 
is as muc-h a p3.rt of the modern man' s general education t o 
understand clearly the community b oy problem and it s solution 
as it is m cessary- f or him to know any other civic and economic 
pr oblem and its s olution . Money given for "work with b oysn, 
without informati on or d:iscrimimtion, i s in much t re same 
predicament as is faith without works---it is very like l y to be 
dead so fa r as its vital eff ectiveness is concerned. Just 
bec ause the heart strings ani the purse strings of the average 
man are touched and opened by the plai ntiff note of a boy' s need 
it is necessary to protect the eontr ibut i ng public f rom expend-
i ng its money lavishly but not wisely. 
Exact Jmowle dge of the precise situation i s tre :form which 
this protection must take ~ To this end a hypothetical city 
of 100,000 i nhabitants wil l be used in illustration . The 
fac ts submitted for th i s ci ty will be generally applic able i n 
tre pr oper ratio, t o cities of all sizes from 10,000 inhabitants 
to the largest ci tie i n the m ti on . Tmt i s to say, the boy 
problem of a. city of 10,000 is , in the rmin , quite like t he boy 
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probJe m i n the city of 100,000. The number of boys involved 
will be v~oportionately less , but the underlyi ng princip]es will 
be much the s ame • 
As we attempt to deal with this question specif i.e aJ..ly and 
in the concrete , the first me. tter to be b:rough t into focus is 
tbe numerical boy population of tre average community of 100 , 000 
inhabitants • In a city of this s ize , about how many boys 
are there between the a ges of eight and eighteen- -the ten yea:r 
period in wh ich most of tre boys fall who becorre community b oy 
problems . Conservative statistics have yielded the informa-
t ion that , on the average , there are about eight boys within 
these age limits t o the hundred population. This would. make 
80 to the 1000 , and 8 , 000 to the 100 ,000 populati on. 
It vv:i.ll furtrer simplify our problem if we analyze and 
classify these 8 , 000 boys according to privileges . In so 
doing it will be well to adopt the terminology of the b oys work 
profession, \V'nich has vli thin the last decade become stand_ardized. 
This evolution of terminology i s due to the actiVity of the organ 
ization kno\'m as th3 Boys ' Club Federation , and i n its magazine 
we read t he following description of how the process cane ab out :-
"'It was in 1915 that the Executive Council of me Boys ' 
Club Federation, not satisfied with such terminolof'y as "Poor 
Boy , n " Street Boy" , etc • , dec ide d to use "Under pri vil e ge d Boyn 
as a co·mprehensive :phras e to describe the boy i t was specially 
planred 1AID serve . lJo so om r coined tb.an it was taken at 
par and passed current, for it oo t a need. ithin five 
years it was in common use • . 
Some would- be etymologists , glossologists and le x icolo-
gists i n the Boys ' Work fie Jd put their ban upon the term, 
but tle ban would not stay put . The "less- fortunate boyn 
was p:oposed as a substitute, but it proved to be a nless-
fortunate wordn and na.ssed out . In the me antirm the term 
"Underprivileged" as"'·a:pplied to boy s has ap~ared i n the best 
neri odica:L literature of the day. Dr . Orison 5'wett Marden 
h.as used it in dedicating to the Boys 1 Club Federation his 
latest book, nRouml Pegs i n Square Holes". Wi thin the 
last year it has been used in as conservative a magaz i ne as 
tm Atlantic Monthly , and in an address by as eminent an 
educator as Ex-President Eliot of I1arvard Un iversity . The 
term m s a pJ.B.l"e nt ly c orne to stay, and wi 11 soon be f OQ.'I'ld in 
tre new editions of the standard dictionaries ." 1 
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Correlative terms ar e " S:p3 cial Privilegedn and nPriv ile ged T' 
used to describe boys of differing e conomi c and environmental 
status . In and of the ns e 1 ve s the terms are l argely self-
def L1'1ing, but the percentage of' the boy population falling i n 
each group Kf i s of significance . 
1. Special pr ivileged group. Briefly it my be said that 
too special :pr i v ileged boys are th os e sons of the very \Veal thy 
who l ack · f or nothing t:tat money can buy or i nfluence obtain . 
They may be pitiful problems i n fueir palatial hones , but not 
very often a l"3 they community problems i n tle acc epted u se of 
t re pbrase. They a l'l:) , of co urse, comparative ly few i n number , 
making u:p only about 4% of tm boy population of a g i ven 
comrmmity . 
2. PriVileged group. This group , c onsti tut ing perhap:~ 
30% of the boys o:f a city , cons is ts of those who are tre sons of 
we ll-t o-do p3..re nts . They am l i ke ly to have the advantages 
of higher education and a good home environroont , but such is the 
ec on omi c situation in the horm that eventually they must contr i b -
ute the i r f air share to the f am ily exchequer . These boys to o, 
may well be c omplex p robl ems ViJithin the horoo cir cle , certai nl y 
n o v ery great numbers of them wear visi ble halos , but, like their 
brothers of the s~cial pr ivile ged group , the-,y do not to any 
grea t ext ent , tax the ingenuity of the minions o:: the law , not' do 
they in any :large numl:>er , find themselves cord'ronti ng Juveni le 
Court jmti cea and l ong mffering probation officers . 
1. Boys ' Workers Round Table , septembe r 1922, P • 3 . 
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3 . Under-privileged group. I n a m zy sor-t of way every-
one is aware of the fact that tle re are large numbers of boys who 
have not an equal opportunity in fue world . We find members 
of this ty113 in every village town and city in the land . 
Underprivileged boys make up the "corner gangs" in our midst. 
Ve recognize th3m in our mwsboys and our oat - blacks. They 
a:re to be found in factories ani mill s . They are net at avery 
turn of the road . Like the poor, they are always with us. 
Let it not be sup-posed th9.t the boy who wears tle tag 
"underprivilegedn feels, or nee ds to fell, that he is in any way 
under a cloud . It i.e:; no disgrace , it is no disaster , it is 
no scurvy trick of fate to find oneself thus justly labelled . 
Indeed, in many cases is is distinctly advants.geous ratmr than 
othe rwi s e • But while all thi$ is true , it must be borne in 
mind that in the underprivileged boys of a given community we 
have the group which must needs be la.he lJe d n·aangerousn. Vlith 
all the fine things that my oo truthfully said about them as 
indi v id.uals no t vli thstandi ng , it is the group which must be 
watch9 d. Not that all underpriVileged boys, n or for that natter 
tre mjority of them, becon:n community· problems--far from it--
but the fact of tre n:a tter is that nine times out of ten the 
boy who finds himself in the clutches of the law i s an under -
privileged boy. The statistics shc:m that 90% of tre boys who 
appear before the va:cious Juvenile Courts of the land come from 
this group. 
This· fact challenges t.'l-J.e atte ntion of all wh o think in terms 
of constructive civic improverrent. It points unerringly to 
the seat of trouble . As the physician seeks ever to isolate 
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the specific germ that is responsi ble for a g ive n disease, so 
it is necessary for the s .ocial worker to separate from the 
great n:ass of boys that group in vmich most of the Community 
Boy Problem tales its rise. So l:Rving completed the 
analysi s, and designated this Jart i cular- group of boys as 
"Underprivi lege dn, the task naN is to attempt a defini ti on , 
or , :terhaps more accurately , a description, of the term. 
To qualify for admission to the underprivi leged group 
a. boy must be the possessor of a liberal h:mdicap in his race 
for nnnhood . Obstacles and obstr-uctions , various and 
sru1dry, are stre tcre d across or encumber the :pa. th that leads 
to manho od's estate. Trese mndi mps and obstructions 
are frequently unshakable , but rarely insurmountable. For 
instance , there are boys eternally faced with the ~e judice 
against race or c reed or c olor. Or, perc ham e, the 
obstacle is of a nature that pr oves a. blessing in disguise , 
such as poverty , which , to his cred i t be i t said , the b oy 
usually carries lightly and greets you with a smile. 
Grimmer and more dangerous to the common weal , however , 
is tbe handicap of unfortunate hone envi ro:rinent . Wmn hone 
to a b oy rreans a place of ceaseless wrangle ; whe n i gnorance 
and arrogance dominate the situat ion; when he i s mi sunderstood 
ani condemned ; uncared f or and unappreciated; unth ought of and 
mwanted- -is it any wonder tJ::a,t he seeks refuge on the street 
and , left t9 his o".vn devices, finds his name eventually spread 
upon tm books of the children ' s court as a juvenil e delinquent? 
Coming from sue h an environment are we to exp3 ct him to be otre r 
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tba.n deficient i n the th i :ng s which society has set up as 
right and proJ:e r? Wby should one be shoclre d to· l earn 
tbat he is a cigare t smoker , a vic tim of moral l apses , or a 
thie f . when hjg lot in life bas be en cast in with c ompanions 
whos e da ily routine i s of this sort ? The wonder of i t all 
is that he t urns out as we 11 as be d -ce s . 
As tre plant revolves With the sun , so does the life 
of a boy t urn in the direction of those forces Vlh ich mke 
up his envi rontmnt. I f those forces be evil, it gees without 
saying that his life will be ·warJe d am twisted , and this in 
direct proportHin to the e xtent of tre e vil . I f these 
f orces be for right , then of course h is li:fe will tend 
towards virtue . All thi s is speaking generally . A 
normal he redity i s assumed . Tben too , t.'h i s is not the 
place nor tl:e occasion to discuss those sh i n:ing lights who , 
facing tre e vil of their environrrent have fought their way 
out of i t unscathed and un-marred . Nor , on the othe r hand 
those v~ ak vessels who , started wi th all the care of hot-house 
plants , have flung themselves wi th re ckless abanlon i n t o the 
rhL· l i :ug v o:-ctex of riotous living. I n the main it is to 
be said tlat tbe average boy i s tbe proo.uct of his surrotmdings 
and companionships. 
I n dealing with trnse boy s of t he underpr i vile ged group 
tm tas lc is not to de cry , but to a ssist. It s erves no 
us eful purpose to condemn some outrage :p3rpetrated by hoodlums 
if th i s righteous indignation is una.ccompan:ied by constructive 
effort . I t i s completely selfish and utterly unchr i stian 
for parents to simply ·warn tteir boys aga:ir.:St a given b oy or 
group of boys , anl do nothing for the unfortunates . The boy 
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who goes wrong is not vici ous as a rule , he is merely the 
victim of c i rcumstances over vthich he had no control. :r:or 
does re go wrong alom . He drags other b oys down wi th 
him. The responsibility for a boy's shortcomings lies 
ultimtely not on his young shouJ.d.ers , but on tre society 
as rep:-esented. by the think:ing citizens , who aJ.lCPJed such 
situations to exist anr1 drag dar1n young lives . Whether 
't'Je lilre it or not , we e:re our brothers keeper . 
I n thus di v.id i ng the boys of a community i nto three 
groups it i s of course , to be borne in mind that the :re is 
no hard and fast lire of demarcation separating the groups . 
The whol e scheme is but a plan by whic h we may clearly see 
tle boy :pr'Oblem in perspective , and_ focus our major eno.eavor 
upon that group wherein tre need is e vidently greatest . I t 
takes no vast insight, or great un:Ierstaril ir:g of the b oy 
problem1 t o recognize that in the na.in , the underprivileged 
class is tbe i mJer i l l ed group . ..t\rnong its trembers the 
needs are i mmediate , imperative and c ontinuous. Delay i s 
dar:gerous , perhaps f atal , to goal citizenship . 
Moreover , 66% of tre boy population of the average c i ty 
c orre s un:l e r t be he ad of "unde rpr- i v ile ge d'T' . Two out of 
every t~ee boys am of this class . Tre th i ng s eem a l most 
i ncredible • These figures nave been chalJe nged and 
attac:te d. , but as yet rems.in val id taking the mtion as a 
whole . They repre S3 nt grim and appalling fa ct s . .md 
while it i s true that, first and last , there i s a very 
considerable amount of work with boys beir:g done to - day , i t 
is i mportant to real. ize tlat not more than 25% of this work 
is b3 ing dom by organizations wh ich cons i der their special 
field to be the underprivileged group . Full y 75% of the 
:present work VI ith boys is ooing dom by organizations and 
institutions ·whose activities are mainly 'livith t113 privileged 
and special privileged groupe . This is not to suggest that. 
less work should be done for and with the boys of these latter 
group:3, but ratre r to urge tbat infinitely more work should be 
dort..e with and. for tre boys of .the underprivileged group. In 
this age of high efficiency and mortal fear of the duplication 
of effort---both desirable within sane l i mits---a word needs to 
be said on the other side . Several years ago , in a southern 
city, the vrri il:lr was campaigning for funds in behalf of the 
underprivileged boy . Tre ultra- conservatives and re:rresenta-
tives of the :policy of curtailment , i naugurated an· opposition 
mover.r1ent under tre slo~ of "consolidation to save expense". 
This was successfully countered with a vigorous movement under 
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tre slogan " expansion to save tre boy'r . And., after all , that 
is still tre key- note which needs ever to be sounded . There is 
allrrays enough money avai lable i n every community to carry on 
this reeded work if the people can but see the vision and dream 
tre dream of protected boyhood. 
B. The ChalJenge To Tle Community. 
1 . Ci t isensh i p training of the b oy. Accepting as a fact 
tl'e community responsibility for tl:e training of the boyhoood 
i n its midst , thi s re sponsi bil i ty must be cons ide red in the 
nature of a challenge to the c ommunity. Safeguarding , gu i ding 
and directing the 8 , 000 boys of tre hypothetical city i s not 
charity it is bus ir:e s s. Tle s e boys of to-day are tre ID3n of 
tomorrow ; trey are eit izens in the making. Upon them depends 
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the future of the city. In ten years they will be wielding 
a potent influence in the life of the community--eithe r far 
progress and advancerrent; or lendirg this influence to the forces 
that deter am nnke for retrogression. Every ye ar in the 
United States enough boys becom of a ge to change a president ial 
election. 
There are two fundamental assu.pmtions underlying a sucfcessful 
democracy . One is a citizen body of sufficient intelligence 
to govern itself wisely ; the other is a cit i zen body whose moral 
cmracter is such that it will govern itself ethically . 
standing and righteousness are the two basic factors in a 
1rnder-
successful democracy. The State therefore , bas erected a 
system of public schools for the purpose of traini r.Jg the 
intellectual ca:racity of its c itizens of the future . This 
public school system i s in process of constant evolution. Just 
now tl:ere is evolving a curriculum cJ:-...ange by vmich the major 
emphasis is being transferred from tl:e physical sciemes to the 
social sciences i n the teaching of the youih of the land. The 
State must, in the future, provide SOIIE way in which compulsory 
education shall be extended to eighteen years of age in order 
that democracy may be saved . By common consent the minlmu.m 
standard of education seems likely to 1:a at tre level of the 
·universalized High school . This phase· of cit i zensh i p training 
the State has ac c e pt ed a.s its ovvn , and bids fair to work out 
a s atisfaetory solution. 
The mor al, physical and so ~cial training for citizensh ip in 
tre life of .the boy has not thJs :far been accepted by the s·tate as 
its res:p·onsibility. The ale~t citizen hls at length realized 
I 
tret "tllis responsibility must r~st sorrewhere, and. it is one of . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
tre premises of our study that it shall rest do\vn upon what 
may be terned for distinction, "unorganizad societyn. That 
is to sey , upon those far seeing r:oon and v1oroon i n each loc al 
community who think in the terms of social welfare and civic 
progres s . 
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Whatever work is dor..e will mve to be financially supporte 
by contributions from private individuals. It shou l d be 
emphasized , however, that this interest is social and f or the 
economic advancer:oont of tre community and that it is not to be 
thought of in terms of roo re ee nt iment and benignant charity. 
Throwing the discussion for a moment into the realm of the 
economic , 1e t it be sa.id t hat this idea of surroundi rg boys with 
a helpful environrrent , aiding them in the cho i ce of suitable 
vocations and a ffording wise outlets for their surplus energy 
is co mne rcially sound . 
2 . Financial facts and comnarisons . Eac h b oy is either 
a an asset or a liability to the city . He represents an invest-
rmnt that brings eii:her dividends or disaster . ' iha t, then , is 
the vaJ.m of a boy to the city in dollars and cents? Uot your 
Fi nancial boy--of course no sum '\IDUJ.d. adequately indicate his 
evaluation 
of a boy. value . But the boy you do not knav . Too boy who 
shines your shoes , sells you JaJX3rS , bri ngs you telegrams or 
playa ba.seball on fue mar-by sand lot . Has he a financial 
value that can oo estimated? The :ce a:ce mny factors that 
militate against assign ing a fixed and accurate evaluation, but 
roughly , and by the law of averages i t is possible to:~-approximate 
it in several way s. 
For instance , a n insurance company will set a money value 
upon h i m. It wil l pay 05 , 0CO for tl:e loss of an a r m, an 
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equaJ.. amount for tJ::e loss of a 1e g , so much if he loses hi s 
eye , a different amount if it is a f i nger , and so on . Someone 
re.s figured that by this rre thod of computation the to tal value 
of a boy is about ~30 , 000. Then, to venture to the other 
extreme, one m.y consider the chemical valuation. Chemi sts 
make the statement that the sum total of tre chemice.l constitu-
ents of the body of a good sized boy am worth about seven 
dollars and a half. The absurd ity of taking either of these 
Tbe norm lies i n between. extremes is obvious . 
Approxi mating this are the results of a group of college 
professors , who made estimates along this line a few years 
ago. Th£y attempted ·to set a valuation upon the boy as an 
asset to the comnn.mity at every age from birth to mturity. 
They based their calculations upon two factors:- (1) the boy 
as a present consurm r , and, ( 2) as a pros~ctive producer. 
Since the Community Boy Problem lies in the ma in, with the 
boys be twe en the ages of ~.eight and eighteen, the average 
value of a boy bet·ween these age s will serve our purpose . 
This amount (~ i s approxin.B te ly ·:;.>3 , 000 . 
Taking this as a s tanclard one may ap:!Jly it to our city of 
100,000 population, rii th its eight thousand boys between these 
ages, with the interesting result that the fi:nancial of th i s 
huw...an as set is :~ 24 , 000 , OCO • Twenty-four million doll ars 
worth of perishable goods left i n tbe hanls of chance , unprotected 
ani in large rre aslu·e unthought of. Would any city governrrent 
in the world have in its ];X)Ssession ma.teri.9l ~::n. . operty to the value 
of ;:~24 ,000 ,000 and take no steps to insure its safe- keepine? 
One of the first acts of t m of fie ial in charge of such property 
is to secure adequate protection against destruction by fire. 
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Aside from i nsurance pol icies , moreover , communities are 
e l abor at ely p-.c otec te cl by fire -fighting apparatus . Hundreds 
af thousands of dollars each year are e~nded i n the main tenance 
of fire houses , equipment , and in the emplo~rr.aent of fro m fif ty 
to two hundred men on full time. 
lh"3..t cities are t aking adequate steps to safeguard tre 
boys vmo i n a br ief decade vvill raise their voices and thrmv 
their ir.t.fluence for or agaL"'1St the favorable destiny of the 
community? Yet it i s probable that three to six boys go wrong 
to every bui lding which is destroyed by fi re . Furthermore , 
when a buildiing is thus destroyed , it simply ceases to be an 
asset as a general rule; when a boy goes wrong m not only ceas es 
to be an asset , he becorres a distinct li ability , ano_ fre _uently 
a;, menace. I t is we 11 to again point out that no boy travels 
alone the broad highway that leads to Averrus . Ever and 
a]l.vays ht:is descent to tbe outer darkness is in fello wship with 
boone com:pg.nions. His instinctive gl"'egariousness guarantees 
that. 
Of com:·se this comparison between a city' s buildings and 
its boys is but an analogy , and is not perfect. A city does 
not own its boys as it does its buildings . Nevertheless , it 
is a fair co m:rnr ison. Uor is it to be assutre d that a wise 
solution of the problem is a municipall y operate d Boys' Work 
Institution, with tre direction of it to be h..anded out as a politi 
cal plmn after election to soiiB incomr:e tent whose claim to the job 
consists solely in :b.aving served the incoming administrat ion 
faithfully. The m tter should not be in the hands of the 
pl>:ihiticiam at all, but in tbe harrls of tre citizens , ,;hose inter-
es ts , whose pride, anl whose far - sightedness are everJ,rv,r J::ere 
recognized. 
At fuis point it will be v1ell to consider the argu.nEnt 
wh ich will certainly b9 advanced in defense of the city's 
i nterest in its boys--the school departrrent. I s i t not 
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a fact that tr.e elaborate and care fully plan:red and well managed 
school system repre39rrts t.lJ.e p-rotection to the boys that t he :fire 
department does to the buildings. I s it not a scandalous , 
not to say ' l i bellous charge ~ that our rminicipalities are more 
concerned 11v ith the v;e lfare of tbe ir materiaJ. assets than for 
their human assets ? As t o the latter question it is no t so 
much a matter of unconcern as it is a lack of vis i on--and \'!here 
there is no vision the people perish . 
Vli th reference to the former question there is no analogy 
btween th3 s c hool and the fire depa:bt:rrents . The fire depa r t -
ne nt is pr irnarily a matter of protection, the school department 
has no such primary function. Rather it stands i n much the 
same relation t o the boys as clo the marble pillars and tre 
mahogany furnitu.re to a house --trey add greatly t o the finish 
and appearance , troy increase the value tremendously , but they 
do not afford any special protection to the property. So 
education enhances value and augments the powe r of a n ind.i vidual 
but it is not prim1rily protective in its function. 
S i nce , however , we have to deal with education and its 
cost and with the failure of boys and its co s t , it will be 
Comrrmni ty 
cost of a 
boy. 
. helpful to ob s erve the facts . It i s widely known 
. that it costs the city--that is to say th..e tax:_reyers , 
about ~~1 , 000 to e ducate a boy to the point v1here he i s theoretic-
ally ab le to become a producer . If this p::t: .. ocess of education 
is succes s:ful and the boy actually graduates into the prod uc i:ng 
cla.ss , it is money well spent. But suppose tbe boy goes wrong 
and is catght. I t costs the city another thousand 
doll ars to arrest, try , conVict and maintai n him in a re f orm 
ir.st i ill tion , and we have the uncomfortable fee ling that i t has 
cost som:;thing like :; 2,000 to produce a failure. 
And in this situation there is ever tre prospect of 
continually ba. ving to pay increasingly larger sums to protect 
an unsuspecting public f rom his further outrage s as tirre 
goes on and the boy travels the r oo.d that leads f rom the mere 
delinquent to the ac t ual criminal. Judges , pro bat ion 
officers , reform schools ani their attendants all cost money. 
Th9 mom y corms out of the poe ke ts of the citizens in the 
f orm of t axes . 
Sorm of these i tems f or which thi s money p3-ys might v.re ll 
be re due ed or eliminated entirely. To say that any one of 
the i tems mentioned i n the preceding paragraph is fm1damental 
and essential in dealing wi th yo1mg Arrerica is to de ny the 
i nherent virtues of our boys . They are a ll t emporarily 
necessary to be aJ.re ; we have not ye t reached Utopia. The 
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i mrre dia te task is to· be gin to s·ol ve the Pl .. obelm by reducing the 
number of un-necessary acc:idents and ethical collapses in the 
boy world--to build, as it \Vere , the fence around the top of 
t he cl iff, so that the ambulan c e at the base may be re le ase d 
to serve the sick. Obviously this construction work c annot 
be done by the school system--not because t hat system is weak--
but because that is not its :function. 
Need for 
imroodiate 
act ion . 
Be for e discussing t he specific institutions that are 
available for this typ3 of work it will be VIi 93 to 
consider briefly the i mrmdiate and i mp3rative reed 
f or action. This reed be colll3 s obvious whe n v1 e 
survey the crirre sheets of the land . Crirre has i ncreased 
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i n America 400% in the la st fifty years- - a larger i ncrease 
than in any other civilized nation inthe ·world . Tm age of 
conviction for crime has steadily decreased until our insti-
tutions of incarceration throughout the land have be co ne t he 
dwelling pla.ce of gr eat hos t s of me re boys and girls . For 
every boy who i s caught and convic-ted the re are unc ount e d 
numbe rs of e qually guilty boys \•.ho , by reason of greater 
cleverness , or the exigencie s of fate, mna.ge to evade the 
c l utches of tre law. 
Dr . Valte r s . Athearn has rec ently completed a study 
of th i s phase of tm lif'e of the ;\ne r i can boy . By a s e r ies 
of tests na.de upon thousands of children representing the 
typic al boy and girl of the nation it i s re vealed that the 
f ollowing general conclusions represent a cross sect ion of 
the mor-al f ibre of tre An:e riea.n child life . The great 
naj or i ty of the chi ldren of t re land believe tba t it i s not wro 
wrong to steal from one who has secured his wealth dishonestly ; 
i t i s true that our duty is grea ter to secure j ustice for 
t he pe pple of our mvn r ace a .nd religion than for others; 
cheating a r ail r oad is not so much a sin as cheating a person; 
it is not the pupil s duty to call attention t o the fact that 
a teacrer h :.::.s g ive n hi m too hi gh marks; it is true that if a 
storekee per gives you too much money in change it i s al l r i ght 
to keep it be cause he would probably do the s ame if you paid 
h i m too muc h . 1 
Anothe r test of honesty was made as follbws :- The children 
were sent to purchase an article that was supposed to cost 
t>uenty-five cents . They were each given a quarter f or the 
1 Extract from Dr • .Athearn ' s Cla.ss Room Lectur es, 1924 . 
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purc hase . At the store the clerk would say : " 1fle are sell ing 
this articl e for- :fif teen cents to- day" , and v1ould return a 
dine to the c bild . The test was to see how nany children 
would bring back the dine . Sixty- four percent of tre children 
di d nat return the dine . 
Tests to inlicate what :P3 rcerrtage of tl::e ch i ldren wou l d 
cheat in examinations if given the opportunity were devised. 
A:inong them was this test: - The children were given double sheets 
of paper, the under sheet being secretly coated with wax that 
showed any chan~ or correction . A set of questions and answers 
were written on the black-board , and a nnp hung over tre anmvers . 
The children were set to work at the examination. \·Ymn it 
was practically ended a knock was heard. upon the do or , the 
teacher went out , ostensibly to see who i t was . At the same 
tirr.e tre ma.p , as if by accident , fell to the flo with a loud 
c a sh, cs:tls.L:~.~!.· c.l1 the children to look up and behold the 
anmvers w the qu.estions. Fi ve minutes was allowed , then 
· the t eacl~r retv_rned , beheld the map down , rushed vii t h a:ppare nt 
great ))3. rturbati on and hung it up again . Five minutes more 
was given and tlE parers were collected . I n s orre of the 
shhool s as many as 100% of tr.e children were founcl to have 
cheated. 
No democracy is sa:fe , or can long endure , in which the 
great rm j ority of its future citizens oolieve that it is ethic -
ally and morall y right to steal , to cheat , to place exiSdie ncy 
above justice, and. to conduct the mselves irn accordance with the 
ideals o:f selfish :p3rsonaJ.. aggrandizement . I t is on y as 
i mroodiate action is taken to rectify this sinister tendency 
to un- morality that democracy can be preserved and this nation 
saved from moral collapsQ. 
So far as this imp3rat ive need relates itself to the 
Community Boy Pro blem it is OU.J." t ask to co nc::i d.er a line of· 
attack . That organizat i on or i nstit.ltion can be erected 
to co:rs with this amazing difficulty? What IJ.L"'ogram of 
activities will meet the reeds of the situ ation? 
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4 . Prerequisites of an effective Comnru.I1..i t y pr ogra!!!_. Certain 
~neral prerequisites of an effective co mmu.l:lity l:Jro gr am and organ-
ization must n cm be considere d . I t ml}.st fir s t of aJ. l "re borne 
in mind t hat the community Boy Probelm is a proble m of the spare 
tim hours of a Sl')ecifically defir:lable group or class of boys 
ter rood underprivileged . These two premises underlie anl 
govern the construction of t re t yp3 of work with boys that will 
:pro'\!'e mos t effective in rmeting the needs of the situation. 
Tl:Je re are certain hours of every day that nay be described 
as spare tine hours i n tre life of tre average boy . I t is i n 
these hours that his ere rgy :needs direc ting, f or it i s i n these 
hours tha.t disaster corre s . Tre refore , the first , and re rhap3 
most import ant requirement of this organization that i s to solve 
tre -aroblem is that it function during t 1:e normal snare t i rr:e 
- - 6 
hours --i.e . afte rno ons and evenings , at least six and perhaps 
seven days a week. No organization meeting once or t wice a 
weelr can truthfully lay claim to effectively so lving the community 
Boy Problem . Such an organization can do a n immense amount of 
good; it oo.n sple ndidly and naterially lighten the load; it can 
profourully an d p3 nnamntly i nflue nee nany boys , but it i s absurd to 
i nagine that it can kK ade quately me\ ii:;J: the continuous needs 
of tbe boy·s of the co mmuni ty. I t bears the srure relation t o 
the boy problem as a one cylinde r engine does to a six, so far as 
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effectiveness is coroerm d . no matter how well constructed , 
nor h01.v powerful it nay be it is an utter impossibi1i ty to get 
smooth and effe ctive re mlts out of a s ingle cylindered automo-
bile engine, run by an anateurc To be sure it is better than 
nothing , but it i s n:e re ly an a P:tr oach to the need , not a meeting 
af it. 
Admitting on the e vide roe already submitted , the validity 
of the second major :rr..ce mise--that t 1:e community Bo¥ Problem is 
most serious i n a specifically defim ble gDoup or class or 
boys termed underpr ivileged , which exists in every city--this 
organization should , while W9lcoming all boys , consider its 
speelial fieJd to be with the underpriviJeged group . 
Horeover, it must be non- sectarian and entirely without 
doctrinal or credal re:l igi.oo.s i r.!S truction. Otherwise the 
tendency will be to deter tre very boys that are mos·t i n need of 
attention from affiliating with the organization It must wel-
cone to its zrembership then , boys of every race and creed. In 
the north , at least , it cannot draw the color line and be wholly 
suc cessful. Every boy who seeks admission must find his 
niche in the institution on the basis of ability , personality and 
character; not on the basis of ne,tionality , wealth or pos iti on . 
Such an organization must be city- wide in its scope , and 
o:r.en to every boy who needs it regardless of age or economic con-
li:iti on . That is to say , if a boy is living under such 
conditions that he is regularly on the streets at night he has 
a logical and le gi timate claim to TD3mbership i n the organization 
being des«ribed , whether he be twelve years of age , or ten, or 
eight, or six. The criterion of membership is the peril of 
the boy. 
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fee 
The rm mbership"mustnever be prohibitive, and in the 
main , it s..lJ. ould repre a:Jnt t:ne sum total of his mcessary 
exp3nditures as a oombeiL' . That is ' to say , tr~ i nitial 
fee should not be merely an introductory expenditure and 
the boy be required to buy this or that article of equipment 
Jater in order to be on a :par with his associates. Ten 
cents a month--or less--should entitl e him to all privileges , 
and if. :00 cannot a:fford that , and there a re boys who cannot, he 
should be able to pg.y his way with work. In other words , no 
boy should find hirrself forced to look in from without because 
he cannot :mY the price of admission . There mus t be no 
c ondemnation here , at least , for not having attained the ranks 
of tle bourgeoise. 
Once within , he must not be confronted with cla.ss distinc -
tions or restrictive standards which , if the boy f ails to come 
up to, will result in his be llng relegated to the figurative 
scrap map--by wh ich is meant that he will b3 forced to resign 
from the group he is associated with , eitler by request , or 
because he was dis couraged at his lack of p1·ogress. I t is the 
difficult boy to handle , the trouble - maE8 r , the crude , uncouth, 
disagreeable boy that is the very one who needs help. 
. the fu!l.ction of this institution to serve him . 
I t is 
Here in broad outline then , and pretty much in the 
order of treir importance , are tre major requirements for an 
orga.nizat ion that can w.ccessfully cope "vvith tre Community 
Boy Problem. Other elements rray be desirable, these are 
esse ntiaJ. . More may be added , but no one of these may be 
omitted. Given an organization embodying and vigorously 
carrying out these principles and ,the Community Boy Problem of 
any city wi l l be en the high road to solution. Having laid 
this foundation the other factors of sue cess :fll be program 
and pe rso nne 1. Of course, not every boy will be reacl:ed , 
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nor ·will every boy reached be saved--no mac him or :Pl an projected 
by hurran beings is ever 100% efficdent . J3ut " low aim , not 
failure, is disgrace." 
With this as a background we are ready to consider the 
various agencies now working with bo:vs , and develop s~cifically 
the plan of an organization that will effective l y solve the 
problem. 
11. Boys ' Work Organizations. 
A. Reconstruct ive . 
· 1. Juvenile Court . There was a time when i nc orrigi ble 
boys received haphazard and indiscrimi nate help from school 
teachers , clergymen , r e ligious workers and sympatl:e tic neigh-
bors . I f they committed indiscretions of sufficient magni -
tude to occuppy the attention of the minions of the law they 
were thrust into the regular court in company with other prison-
ers who were often mrdened criminals. I n the developnent 
of social progress the r e came a time vvhen it v1as recognized 
tl:at the largest rercentage of tl:e criminal classes is rmde up 
of minors in the adolescent period. Tl'E se v.ere still regardEd 
as criminals , but the disposition of their mses was made by a 
new organization created for the purpose , knONn as the Juvenile 
Court. T:h..e next move in the evolution of tre Juven i le Court 
system was to realize that it is certainly questionable whether 
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minors v.ho commit off enses should ever be considered as 
criminals , or whetrer they should not be given wise ad vice and 
d i sciplinary training. More and more t.h.e Juver..ile Court is 
losing it s atmosphere of lega.il. austerity , and developing and 
training in it self a...n attitude of sympathetic diagnosis and 
prescripti on . Attention is being directe d not only to the 
i mrr.ediate case befo r e the c ourt , but to socia l conditions tha t 
IIB.de it possible for the young offender to thu s divert his energy 
from a path of rectitude to a life without the law . 
Tbe thought to-day is not al one to protect society from the 
mi sdeeds of these young boys , but to correct the s i tua.tion fo r 
which society i s responsible . So the en lightened Juvenile 
Court j udges and probation officers do not regard their charges 
as criminals any more , but r atre r as patients , ">lf.rJ. ose rm,j or need 
i s wi se cousel a...n ct cultural s timuli . As Prof . Coo states it, 
i~ his opinion:-
" ~.'Jbe n a chi ld violates a law or an ordimnc e , an enlight-
ened legal system no longer merely inflicts pain and deprivation 
u pon him becauoo of his :p:t.st , but considers how to fo1"m. him 
lnto a gooi ci tizen. To this en cL p:b.y sic aJ. , men t aJ. a nd s oc i a1 
diagnosis i s employed to discover causes of delinque ncy , and 
then the offencler i s sentenced to be e ducated by the most s k ill-
f ul methods t hat science ca n evise ." 1 
Thus does the Juvenile court functio n as a recon...structive 
agenc:y- i n dealing with that la 1·ge gr oup of boys , potentially 
normal , but -v-..frl o are the victLns of a Jack of gui dance. 
1 Coe , George .Albert , Soci al Theo1.7 of Religi rus Educat i on . 
p . 14 . 
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2 . Reform Schools. Into these inst i tut ons , for the 
mos t part State operated , drift the l~ner stratum of the 
Juvenile Court cases . The se are the boys who, by reason of 
repeated offensest or utter incorrigibility, are considered 
dangerous associates for other boys , and who are by thi s means 
segregated fro m society for SIB cial treatment over varying 
periods of tirre . 
The reform school am the prison system have both evolved 
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in the same manner. Formrly the institut ion vms a place of 
brutal treatment and amazing VITetchedness. To- day it is a 
scientifically managed agency of reform and reco1wtruction , whose 
function i s to take boys whose outlook upon life is all awry , 
and transform them into worthy citizens . This is accomplished 
by surround ing them v i th a wholesome environment , placing them 
under rigid discipline, and d iverting their energy i nto pro-
ductive channels . \'There the mental or moral carac ity is ab-
no~mal this fact is taY.en into consideration and treated accord-
i ngly . Properly conducted , the reform school is a n invalua le 
aid in the solution of the problem under consideration . 
3 . The Big Brother Moverrent . Thi s moveroont was started 
in 1904 by Ma j or Er:p.est K. Coulte r . Describ i ng i ts i n ception , 
Major Coulter remarks :-
" In 1904 I addressed a :Mens ' Church Club i n 1 ew York . 
banded together for ' civic be tter1rent '. I told them 
of my work in the Child ren ' s Com:·t , and related the story of 
a young man about t o be sent to a Reforma.tory because there 
was nob ody who really cared what happened to him, nobody who 
was personally help i ng t:h..at boy. Ins pirationally, I asked 
if sormone wouldn 't play the Big Brother to this boy. or.ty 
men responded .. That started the Big Brothe r Movement. 
Si nce 1904, this work bas spread i n t o both hemisphe re s. 
Catholics , Jews and Protestant s have embraced it* Elks . 
]_asons and Rotarians have seized it . I t bas gore i nto 
Universities ~here upper-class rren big brother the 1 ov.rer. It 
h:t s been incorporated into modern busines s , older employees 
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developing the younger man into more efficient workl:mn." 1 
But , in the rra :in, it is a reconstructive boys ' vJOrk 
or gani za t ion. It functions chiefly in connection with 
boys who have inadvertantly com under tba cl e surve illance 
of the cour ts . Inste ad of sending such a boy to the 
Reform School, he is probated to the custody of son:e man 
of f ine character and sympathetic insight and keen inte rest 
in the problems of a boy. At regular stated :per iods , and 
as many other times as possible , this boy and man are togetrer 
I n the splendid intirracy that is thus created, the tendency 
is for tbe inherent virtues of the boy to expand and 
develop. Th9 debasing influences of unfortunate envi ron-
lD3n t are dispelled and the boy is afforded tm cham e he is 
entitle to to oocom the kind of a boy re ought to be. 
This utilization of the poner o :personality in moulding 
character i s , of c curse , ideal. Concentrating tl'l...e 
available supply of Big rotrers on the work of r econstruction, 
withboyswhose :r:eed i s imnediate a.ndwhose peril is great, 
is to be vastly comrrended. There is li tt 1e doubt but t Jat 
tre Big Brother Moverre nt is to- ey one of the most i !l.fluential 
f orces in character building i n existence among the typ3 of 
boy it centres its rm.j or· attention upon. 
B. Constr·ucti ve. 
1. Boy Scouts . This s pJe ndid movement , non world-
'1ide in its scope and activities , wields a patent influence 
over the l ives of its ID3mbers w1erever they n:ay be . I t i s 
1. Di ngman, H. W. , Big Brat :be r De JS. rtment , Boys ' /o rke rs 
RoUIJd Tablce , March, 1918 , p . 22 . 
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recognized by everyom as providing a s t andardized program 
of activit :ie s that is scientifically constructed to meet the 
needs of ·the age group which cor.ISti tutes its largest mmoor-
ship. Dean Russell of Columbia Universi ty, says: - "It i s 
well - nigh pedagogically perfect. " 
Quoting from Educational Director Barclay, of Scout 
Headquarters , the pu!!pooe of Scout ing is f ound to be as 
foll cw s :-
" Scouting is the pr ocess of nnk ing real men out of 
real boys - by a real program which works . 
Scouting i s a happy wh oleshrm, worthwhile , out- door 
school. 
Scouting is a huge , splendi dlu organized game , ·~ith 
all the f :ine zest of comp3 ti ti.on , the finer zest of 
co-op3 ration , the keen testing of r;nind and rrmscle , the 
essential go od spor tsiD9.nsh ip of a fo otball game . Only 
it is a constructive game , a v.c-o gre s sive game . · I t 
gets so mehwer e . 
Scouting is more tha.n a g~e • It teaches signal-
ling and firs t aid and f irefight i ng and out- do or c o okery 
and a host of other useful and i mportant th i ngs . I t 
teacres also self-reliance and hel pfu l ness , courage and 
courtesy , loyalty and re vereroe , patriotism and honor , 
and other k i ndred qualities of good reput . 
Scouti ng is non-sectarian , though i ts i deals are 
in accord vr.i th those of tle modern church, and it is based 
upon a pledged alJe giance to the s ef vice of God , the 
bro therhocd of rmn. 
Scouting is not organized for war service , n or yet 
exclusively for :p3ace service . I t is organized for 
Service ,---aJ. l service , any service , h:igh or humble , big 
or little ---just ser vice . 
Scouting is democratic . It a i ms not to run every 
boy i nto one groove, but to relp each to de velop i nto the 
ful lest tn9.nhood of wh i ch he is capable , an i ndivi dual in 
the highest sen~ lllcf the word, with rec ognized respons i bil 
ity to himself and society . 
Scouting i s democratic a l so in that it knows no 
bounds of class, or cree d , or race. It speaks the 
universal language of world boyhood . I t i s the great 
rmlt i ng pot of tre Arr.eri can youth . 
Tm end and aim of Scouting is go od cit isenship---
to rmke n:an "physically strong, rr.e nta lly awa e , morally 
strai ght." This i s what Scouting is and \hat Scouting 
rreans ." 1 
1 Barclay , LDrne Hebster , " Solutions to Some Boy Problems" , 
Boys ' Worlcers Round Table, March , 1918 , p. 17. 
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That these h igh and lofty sen ti ne nts which lie back of the 
Boy Scout !1fovement a:re deserving of the f ullest prai se n o one 
can deny . That t hese precepts are c ar r:ie d over into }D:" act u-e 
in the work of the movement throughout the world is also a n 
undi sput e d f a c t . T:OO re f ore , the Boy Sc out ~.ovement is to be 
cons ide re d a maj or or gan i zation i n tm c onstructive program of 
boys ' work whe rever i t OP3 rates . 
Nevert heless , in and of i tsel:f , i t is not suff ic i ent to 
so l ve th...e Community Boy Probl em. Tm ore t ical l y , it is t rue 
that " s couting knows no b ounds of class , creed or race . n 
Pra.c ticall y , scout ing i s i n large ·zm as ure confined to boys who 
a re of the p rivileged and s p eci a privi leged groups . This 
i s probably due to two factors , viz :- (1) the e x).Bnse of member -
ship--not simply initi al feeS , but the eXP3 nse Of the uniform 
f or example , wh i ch , wh i le not a re qu isite i n the minds of the 
Scouting off ic i als is , mvertheless , an essential. in the mi nd 
of the boy . Tre re are other exp3 nses too ; incidental but 
p3rsis t en t, as in tre form af cont ributi ons ito "weenie " r oast s , 
marshmallovl toasts , lunches for h i ke s , scout rmnua.ls. etc. (2 
tbe uni ntended assumption of a moral and e thical standard in the 
boy wh i ch will enable hi m t o respond eagerl y to t he i deal i sm of 
such a program . There i s a n otabl e dearth of such standards 
i n the boys who most need such a program. 
gain , Sc cuti:ng limits i ts OEperat ions ra th3 r r i gidly to boys 
of t welve years of age and over . Fully a th i rd of the boys who 
constitute Community Probl ems are less than twelve years of age. 
Fur thermo:r-e , Sc rut :irJg is a one - night a w o :k u.f..: 2.. i r . ~his 
i s a most seriotJ.s handicap i n coping with the forces of evi l 
which surround the boys cr.f the streets , for these boys must f ace 
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their environment evecy night . 
An addi tiona 1 weakr.e s s of Scouting lies i n the fac)t that 
it is for the most part dependent upon volunteer leadership. 
This leadership is largel~y untrained , inexperienced and transitory 
These po i nts lead inevitably to the concJusion that the 
Boy Sc ou.t 1Jovement , while an unusually fine program and worth~-
of the highest commendation , i s not adapted to solve the 
C ommunitty Boy Problem . I t will render much effic i ent and 
r.e ce ssary service in co- ope rat i on v.i t h other plans and programs 
but , i n and o f itself , it will not function as the solvent of 
the problem confronting Communit ies~ 
2 . Y. M.C .. A. Much that has been said_ of the Boy Scout 
]'foverrent i s appl icable to the Y. M. C . A. I n too first place , 
it should be noted that it is a young mens ' organization with a 
boys ' de par trm nt .. The boys ' vJor:k is necessarily a secondar 
phase of the _ ssociat i on ' s activity . 
This boys ' department as such , is a very worth- while piece 
of bo,rs ' work . 
"' 
It is more comr.>re hensi ve than the Scout 
:Movement in that , while the la. tter i s rre rely a :program, this i s 
an organization. It has its game rooms , reading rooms , 
gymnasium facil ities and group club organizatiops , or which 
Scouting may be one . More over , it is open throughout the 
week , ant'i is directed by competent and trained leaders. 
·while all this and more is true , nevertheless , the s a:rm 
reasons whi ch militate against the Boy Scout movement be i rJg 
effec tive as the specific org~tn"izat i on to sol ve the Comnn:mity 
Boy Problem , are equally applicable to the Boy s r De:Partrrent of 
t:P..e Y . ·:! . C . A. 
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The expense is greater than is the ability of the boy wh o 
needs the zreblbershi:p, to pay. Tre twelve year age limit 
operates , for the most part , here. The ssociatfon :program 
assumes much the same moral and ethical standard which the boy 
Scout Program assumes is inherent in the boy 
In addit ion to these there a:re new obstacles i n the rvay 
of the Y .M. C . A. as tbe logical organization to solve the 
Community Boy Proolem. For example , the Y. Ivi . C. A. is dis -
tinctly a Protestant institution in its background a."1.d admin-
i s t ration . Urit t en into its ver<J foundation :principles i s 
the necessity for tre teaching of religion. Of course , there 
are Catholic and Jewish boys who cla im membership in the 
Association, hut they are the exception. They are very 
seldom to be found i n any of the Bi ble classes , and the ssocie-
tion cannot do i ts fullest work with t he m. The institution 
is :preponderantly Protestant , while much of the needed ~ork with 
boys must be done with those of other fait:b..s. 
The Boys' Work of the Association is very largely with the 
privileged a111l. SJBCial- privileged classes . Tl:ere i s a 
scattering of the Ul](lerprivileged group , especially i n the 
membership ru1der tle head of "Employed boysn , but it is a 
scatterir~ at best Thi s is necessar ily so because the 
:parents of the boys from the better type of homes would 
vigorously protest against the mixing of their sons with the 
drude , uncouth specimens of the city streets . 
Al together it may be c ancl uded that the Y . l . c . ~ . boys ' work 
program i s effective within the limited field wh i ch i s its 
scppe i n a ctual operation . There are, however , insurmountable 
obstacles i n the way of its becoming the specific i nsti tution 
that can effectively COJ;e wit h the Comnru.ni ty Boy Proble m in 
its most vigorous :form .. 
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3. Church and mi sce l laneous organizations. T'he re are 
numerous snaller organizations than those already discussed , 
ope rating both '!.'lith i n and inde])ende ntly of the Church. Among 
these may be IIBntioned the Knights of Ki ng Arthur-; Brotherhood 
pf St . Andrew ; various unorganized Church Boys' Clubs; and the 
Woodcraft League. 
The se all exi st for the worthy purpose of developing the 
life of the boy along r ight lines, and instilling VIi th i n him 
the principle s of high living , at an early age . _ s such , 
they mke their contribution to the general welfare of the 
ommuni ty. But, nor.e of them are of sufficient power 
nuiiBrical ly: t o male large he adway i n the direction of a solution 
to the perplexing problem under cons ideration. Trey are 
valuable in varying degree , the i r efforts should most certainly 
be encouraged , but it is not possible to tun1 to any one of them 
vlith any hoJ;e that i t will :furnish the basis of an adequate 
solution of the Communi ty Boy Problem . 
4 . Community Boys' Clubs . The Boys' Club has i ts OlNn 
disti nct :field i n the v.rork of rmking good citizenship domi nant 
becua.se it seeks its raw material i n the :fiel d of greatest need-
---tm und.erprivilege d boy. " After other boys ' vork organ-
izat iom, with standardized programs and re s tr ic tions as to age 
and :fee , have made treir selection, the Boys' Club is on tl:e 
market for aJ.l the raw mater ial in the boy world that the 
Community has to offer . I t s programs are planned to suit 
the needs of its constituency. It :re cogniz.es that the 
younger boy on the street must have guidance l ong before he 
reac 1:e s his twelfth year ; or it :rm.y be too late , and it s :fees 
are within the reach of all. 
I nteresting :from the viewpoint of the practical citizen 
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is the econom;y of ope rat ion of these insti in tions vrhe n compared 
with results achieve d. I t is a :fact that present day Boys ' 
Club methods are demonstrating the possibility of maximum output 
at minimum cost . The Clubs handle fr om 300 to 7 , 000 boys each 
ani the average over the country i s over 800 boys :per club. 
By wi se use of vo·lunteer workers , and of those boys who have 
grown up in the Club and rave na.v becorre citizens of tre 
Community , the work is subdivided to insure the essential 
element of personal attention in ihdividual cases. Of the 
t ens of thousands of boys new being reached , the average annual 
cost is about ~8 . ()O :r:e r boy to the local Boys ' Club, and t wenty 
cents p:;r boy for National and Divisional administration and 
promot i on. 1 
I n the Boys ' Club we have the only existing logical and 
speci fic organizaticn capable of adequately coping with the 
Community Boy Problem. It is desirable therefore , that the 
nature o:f this imti tu tion be c ansid.ered in detail . 
111. The Boys ' Club As The Solution. 
A. Historical . 
Although a mooted question , it se errs clear :from the records 
1. Quot ed from the :pamphle t 11 Citizen- Makingn, published by the 
Boys ' Club Federation. 
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available that the first Boys ' Club in Ame rica was organized i n 
1860 . at Hartford Corm. .. 9 and was known somev;hat fancifully as the 
Dashaway Club. ·~'hile its activities included ga!D9s, music , 
theatri cals and dancing , it seems a little strange that athletics 
had no place in the Club's life . Perhaps this may be explained 
by the fact that its founders we re t :b..ree earnest young ladies, 
by name : Miss Elizabeth Hammersly and the -•~isses l _ary and ~-lice 
Goodwin. To the present staunch advoeates of self govermoont 
it 1. ill be ·i nte resting to know that the first Boys ' Club in 
America was self- governing. 
During the Civil War the work was suspended , to be reorgani-
zed again in 1867 as tre Sixth l"ard Temp9 ranee Socia ty. For 
several years i t was thus carried on, but at l ength the soc ety 
disbanded , and a period of five or-six years elapsed during wh ich 
no work was done . 
Unq_ue stionably the first Boys ' Club in .:\.me rica to maintain 
a continuous existence is the Salem Fraternity. located in Salem, 
Hass . , which was organized in 1869 , and which opened its doors 
to both bo;>rs and girls on April 21st of that year. From the 
outset it was settled tmt the work must be non--sectarian , and 
within two or three years it became evident that emphasis shou d 
be pl&ced on work with yo ung rmn and boys , rather than to inclu e 
in its zoombership girls and young women . A remarkable fact 
i n connection with the Fraternity is that up to 1898 there VTas 
no paid Superintendent . Mr. Herbert C. Farwell became the 
Superintendent in 1899, and the Club has been conducted under 
his direction ever since. 
From this tirm on the Boys ' Club movew.ent gre 'l . Clubs 
sprang up i n various sections of the country , but chiefly in 
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the Eastern States. I n 1876 the Boys' Club , n·ov/ locate ~ at 
Avenue A and lq)th St . New York City , was organized, and to-d~y 
enj oy tl the enviable reputation of being the largest Boys ' Cl ub 
in the world , having a membership of some 7 , 000 oys , and property 
valued at fp4 00 , 000. 
I n the old days Boys' Clubs were distinctly specified as 
"massn Boys' Clubs , and attempted very little with the so-calle d 
" groupn club , this latt9 r form of Boys' Club work being a latdsr 
devalopmen·t I n 1887 John C . Collins formed the Connec ticut 
Commi ttee , "Jork for Boys , and in 1891 this organization repo· ted 
fourte en Clubs i n operation throughout the State , handling a 
grand tota l of 4 , 243 boys. Its existence was not of long 
duration , hovvever , and contemplated extension ar-k only in a 
limited field .. 
I n 1895 t:b..e General Alliance of Horke rs wi th Boys ·was 
founded. Wh i le this organization planned for Uation- wide 
activities , its scope included such varied forrrs of Bo~-s ' Work 
as Settle roo nts , Sunday Schools , Boys' Departments of the . :r,_ ,.c •-"l.• 
Libraries , Juvenile Court , Chtn:-ch Boys' Clubs , and nmassn Boys' 
Clubs .. I t .stimulated every wi se variety of wor· with boys 
and issued a large number of pamphlets calcula. ted to furtre r 
thi:a wor k. I t thus he llJe d , but did not f ully provide f or , 
a definite program of Boys' Fork . 
The ational Boys' Club Association made its aprearance 
i n 1898 , and was the first organization to co _fire its elf to 
strictly Boys ' Club work on a national scale. owever , its 
leadershi p did not receive hearty co-o~ration, to say the least , 
on the part of the i nre r circle of boys ' worke s , and i n the 
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ear 1905 i t ceased to exist. The :Boys ' Club Organization 
and Aid Soc iety arose , however , Phoenix-like , from the ashes 
of the National Boys ' Club Asoociat i on, under tre sane leade- ship. 
At the Fall Ri ver Boys' Club , in 1900, anum er of Boys ' 
Club Superintendents assembled , and were ve lcotmd to mmbership 
i n an organization known as the fen of Tomorrow. This was 
an acceptable organization to workers with boys , and for a few 
years met the needs of .tre lrass Boys ' Club field admirably. 
A quarterly nagazine was publ ished by this orgnization, entitled 
' How To Help Boys" , vvhich contained a nu.rnber of art icles by 
rec ogni zed authorities . At length tll9 rrembersh ip of the 
'' i.en of Tomorrow" broadened until its work be ca. roo c looe ly akin 
to that of the '' General All iance of Workers With Boysn , a..'Yl.d i t 
was absorbed by the older o:t>ganiza tion,. "Boo! to elp oys n 
was cont i nued by the Gene raJ. Alliance , becoming khown i n 1904 
as n ·orlt Hit h Boys" , which name it has borne until very recent 
t iroos. V! i th the Lrovember , 1909 isme the magazine became a 
monthly. 
The ever increasing need for a central bureau for Boys ' 
Club 1Vork 1Jecame more and. more app3.rent . Boys' Cl ubs were 
springing up in various sections of the country , attempting to 
solve a very evi dent problem , but without information as to 
the best and la.te_s t methods of procedure . 
Prominent workers inthe Y . M.C . A .. , seeing the ever expanding 
work of the Boys' Club movement , were anxious that this movement 
should merge \Vi th tre Y . ].l . C . A. Boys ' work , and one orga11iza t i on 
f orrre d for carrying on a united w ark with boys . A committee 
representing the interests of each organization he1d a series 
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o~ me•tings , and on ~Y 15 , 1905 , a~ter considering the matter 
from every angl e and with the utmost care , dec i ded tha. t no union 
v.as possible , but recoiill'OOnded the closest co- o:r::eration between 
the two organizations . 
Consol idation with the Y . li . C . A. being di smissed as impracti-
cable , further meetings we re held by those interested in the 
~urtherance of Boys' Club work . The resul t of these rmetings 
was the or ganization o:f the "Federated Boys ' Clubsr , on 1Jay 18 , 
1906 , at the Oth Century Club , Boston. I n the certificate 
of incorporation , which bears the date of' June 2&, 1906 , the 
purpose of this organization is state to be one of ' associating 
individuals and organizations in order to promot e the riork of 
Boys' Clubs , and to furthe r the fonndat ion of Boys~ Cl ubs 
where ver needed ." 
Jacob A. Ri is , whose repu.tation as a VIorker with and lover 
of boys was internat ional , became the first President of the 
Federated. President Carroll D. '!right , of Clark University; 
Dr .. 1lf H.P. Faunce, President of Brovm University ; and Dr . Wi lli am 
yron Forbush, Secretary of the General All i ance of 7orkers Vli th 
Boys , were elected Vice Presidents , while Fr~r _ . Day, of the 
Banking firm of R. L. Day Co ., was chosen Treasurer. The 
Secretary was Lawrence B. Gree:rnv ood. 
For the next e ight years the offices of the Fe derated Boys ' 
Clubs were located at 35 Congress St .. , Bo s ton , Pass . From 
· the outset the organizati on cons i dered itsel~ to e a medium o~ 
communication, and a clearir~ house of information concerning 
Boys ' Club work . At no time , however , di d it seek to di ctate 
the policy , or control the activit i es o~ its affil i ated Cl ubs . 
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I n order to promote unity among :Boys ' Club wor:ke rs of the 
c01~ntry , the Federat ed Boys ' Clubs inaugurated the :plan of hold i ng 
annual Conference in different s ections of the country . The 
first of t [l.ese was held at the Pi t t sfie ld Boys ' Club , a t Pi ttsfiled 
~~ss ., February 19--20 , 1907 . The then new and splendid equip-
rrent of this Club was a demon~tration of Boys ' Club equipment 
at its best . 
For seven years the work of the Federated was cmracter i zed 
by sundry cha...11.ges of P3 rsonne l, varying de.grees of financial 
straights, and more o::::- 1e s s favor from workers with boys in 
tre fie l d.. I n 1914, it ent ered upon a new era, und.e r the 
masterly 1e aders hip of Mr . C. J .. Atkins on , for f orty years an 
outstanding worke r with boys i n the Domini6n of Canada . An 
i ndefatiguable worker , with ama.zing foresight, and magnific ent 
organizing ab il ity , }Jr . Atkinscn has s ucceeded in lifting a 
haphazard a.nd faltering organization into an i n:k titu. t ion of 
I nternational i n fluence , commanding the respect of al l the world, 
and hol di ng a place of first rank in the realm· of Social Servi ce. 
I n 1914, the headquarters offices 1.·~re transf erred to New York 
City, and i n 1915 , the name was changed from the "Federa t ed 
Boys' Clubsn to the " Boys 1 Club Feder at ionn , wh i ch t i tle it bears 
to this dey·. 
I n 1923, the nu.mber of Boys' Clubs affiliated with tm 
Federation was as follows , viz : - in t he United States and Hawaii, 
1 80; Canada , 6 , England , 16; Holland , 1 ; New ZeaJand , 2;--a to tal 
of 205. Tre total boy rrembership i n the Clubs of the United 
Sta. tes wa s 137,783; the boy ne mbership in foreign Clubs was 
14 , 931; a total membership of 152 , 714 , and an inerease of12 , 059 
over the total membership f or the ye ar 1922. 
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B. De scriptive. 
1 . ~t is a Boys ' Club? It i s always dangerous and indiscreet 
to dogmatize . I t savors of either arrogance or ignorance 
to arbitrarily declare ~ as the only ne thod , and aJ.l others 
delusions . It sormhow seeDB .uspiciilusly like p ropaganda 
to uphold the virtues of ore institution in detail, VJhile 
giving a tmre cursory examination to others dealing in the sam 
line of work. The only j mtification for so doing i s that 
one has i mpartially, and 111Ji th sane thing of the scientific 
tem:p3r, surveyed tbe ltVh ola field , and arri ved at ones 
conclusiom by a process of due del iberation of tm spec ifi c 
achievements of the varicus agencies at work on the problem 
Ullder consider at ion . 
Having dore this briefly , in the li.c:ht of certain stated 
prere quisites , the conclusion reached ms been that, of all 
tre organi zatioris working w ith boys , that one familiarly known 
as the " Boys ' Clubn , corms nearest to app:-oxinnting these 
desired st andards , and hence i s the l ogical institution to under -
take tre solution of the Community Boy Problem. 
VJ}l..at , then , is a Boys ' Club? Stransely enough , it is 
extremely difficult to adequately, and at the sane time con-
cisely define the t erm. Perhaps the foll"b ing attempt will, 
f or the titm being, serve as a peg upon which to hang a more 
or less extended de script ion:- " The term "Boys ' Club " is a 
phrase used to describe an organiz ed effort for boys , on a 
Communit~ basis , broader than any creed , nationa i t.1 , or class; 
and aJ.1-inclusive as to method . Tbe objective is " characte r 
building fo r cit izenship" .. As there are tmny kinds of 
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b oys , and a great variet.r of communities , the Boys ' Club adjusts 
itself and its pi.'"ogram to meet the needs of the boys and of the 
Community, and does not try to ad jus t the boys to meet the needs 
of a set p-rogram. There are several dist inc t typ3 s of clubs 
t hat , for convenience , may be classified as ( 1) regular Boys ' 
Clubs, ( 2 ) ru:- 1 Bo;ys ' Cl ub , ( 3 r oys' Clr,bs .:n business plants . 
( 4 ) Boy d ' Depar t roonts of settlerrents , (5 ) recreational Bo s ' Cl ub . 
Boys ' Club activities offer a wide fie ld for origi nali t and 
i ni tiative . Standardized me thods are mcd i f i ed to rreet local 
c ond it ions . The supreme test i s the pra.grra tic question--doe s 
it work and ge t re sul t s. n 1 
Such a description at once , and qu ite pro:rerly , eli mir.tates 
a great number of small, but f requently worthy groups , which 
spri r..g up in every c ommu11.i ty , sorm t in:e s spon t are musly , agai n 
at the i ns tigat ion of soiiB such i nsti tuti on as the Church School , 
tbe new type of loo·ali.zed groups s p onsor-ed by the Y . M. C. -~ · , etc . 
To qualifiy as a Boys ' Club under tbe terms of the definition 
there must be the element of probable :r;ermanence and continuity 
of work on a suff iciently large scale to be termed a co mmu:ni ty- v!ide 
effort . The former may be i nd i cated by the f act of incorpora-
tion as aBo~~ ' Club , under the lmvs of the State , and government 
by a Board of Directors ; the latter , b~,r the possessi on of suitable 
Cl ub q,uarters and t re ful1 - tiroo empl oy:rrent of at least one man 
who directs the Club ·activiti es . 
Jus t a word should be said conce rning such a man. The 
success of' the fai l ure of any work of t _is nature depends fully 
and finally upon the vision , ab i lity and character of the man 
1 Boys ' Workers Round Table , April , 192 2 , p . 1. 
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selected as its director . Sue n a man must be able to handle 
men as well as boys . He must inspire the Commm1i t y and enthuse 
his Board of- 'Directors. His must be an indomitable courage in 
all the problems , that can cope with lack of vision on the part 
of men , and lack of appreciation on t}'l..e part of boys . He must 
never become so mired in the maze of i ntr icate deta i l but that he 
can lift up his eyes unto the hi lls , from VJhence cometh his help. 
I t is not i mportant that one man ' s rmthod be li:ke that of 
another . Vfuat is i mportant is that a given individual can, i n 
his ovm way , and by his own zoo thod , achieve results comr:>.ensurate 
with the need and the financial expenditure. Again , let it be 
pointed out , that the :6inal juclgrrent is the pragmatic test of 
effie iency. 
Passing now from the man to the institution it i s to be noted 
that , i n the main , a Boys ' Club a ims to develop its members 
physically, socially , mental l y, and morally. The spiritual 
side of t:b..e boys life is, i n most Clubs , very pr OJB rly l eft 
to the Church . Consider each of these phases of Boys' Club 
life . 
2 . P:h.ysical. The gymnasium, synonym for heaven in boy 
language , is , or should be , a part of every Boys' Club. Here 
he can r1.m and romp and revel to his hearts content, gaining health 
and strength as he plays . 
A physical examination at his first appearance gives the 
instructor the cue as to what is needed . This is repeated at 
at regular intervals , and tf1.e pride with which the boy watches his 
physica improvement , as shown by the Club records , i s well v1orth 
notir.Ig . Class work , follm•!ed by such games as basket ball, 
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indoor- baseball , relay races , volley ball , and like mass activi-
ties , ending with a shower bath and a brisk rttb- dovm , is the 
general order of events i n the g;ynmasium portion of the physical 
de partrent . 
In the spring , to }nraphrase , a young boys fancy lightly 
turns thoughts of camp. Located perhaps on the shore of 
some crystal lake , surrounded by whis:r;e ring pine trees , with 
mountain s in the di stance just waiting to be climbe d-- it is a 
prospect tbat would arous tre enthusiasm of aey man , l et .alone 
the l i ttle fellow of the city streets to whom the open country vrith 
its flowers and birds , its wo ode<l hill s and green fields is but 
a thing drear~d of and longed for , but almost never realized ~ 
~4..nd at night around the ca.mp-fire I Wha t stories, we i rd 
and gho st ly . What del i cious thrills , and yet withall , v•hat 
a matchless opportunity to reach straight to the heart of the 
boy and plant therein the seeds of character t hat will thrive 
and grow. To the man i n the case , it is a precious and a fear -
ful privilege and respons ibility,--a sacred hour of admis sion 
into the very soul of his young friend . "Have you ever 
smell ed wood smoke at twitklight ?" asks Kipling. If you have , 
the impl i c ation is that you will understand , if not , then no one 
can descr i be it to you . To the boy , his campi ng experienc e 
is something after the nature o these verses :-
I n each city's cro· ;d~ed markets 
In the busy whirl of life , 
I n the grim and noisy ~orkshops 
v7i th their drudgery and str ife ; 
Boys by countl ess thousands toiling 
I n a hopeless sort of way , 
Long for oP'}n air and country 
And a decent charoe to play. 
Just the chance a oys' Club offers 
To go camping for a tirre ; 
Free to raam through fields and woa:llands 
Far removed f r om soot and grirre . 
Free to gather round the camp- fire , 
s i t shoots into the night , 
:!hile the weird and ghostly s tories 
!\fake one thrill with pure delight . 
" Gee its great to j ust be l i v i n' T 
Cried one happy boy with vim, 
As be st opp3d to turn a handspring 
On his way to take a S1Nim. 
" And the ' eats ' are simply go r geous - -
ever ha so much oo fore- -
And j ust look hoif I'm tanning , 
Don' t you touch- - look out--its sore .n 
See that c r ov1d that ' s · going hiking? 
Here ' s a group for playing ball. 
And each night the entertainment 
I s the greatest f un of all. 
Oh, it keeps the leader hustling , 
There ' s no doubt upon that score , 
Bu t each year we long for sumner , 
And that camp on lake or shore . 
So Wit organized and s uperv sed baseball and basket- bal 
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hik ng end hockey , to say nothing of all the other forms and 
variet i es of physical recreation and_ developrrent , the boy rna es 
h i s transition from youth i nto manhood quite easi ly and as a 
matter of course ; undisturbed b the tremendous ph sical upheaval 
going on with in him, and undismaye d by the m w \'!O rld into 7 hie h 
ro is projected .. 
At the camp and i n the gymnasium, he can v.ork off all bis 
accumulated surplus energy and , under competent guidance , lay 
the found ation of physical strength and muscular vigor that i s ,so 
~ cessary for his future success. 
Cleanlines s in spe ech a nd a ction is of course i nsisted upon , 
but , cleanliness i n body is espeiially emphasis ed . I t is sur-
prising, and often amusing , to see the enthusiasm with whicil 
these boys from t he streets greet the idea of a sho11er batl:. . 
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One would imagine sometirre s that a ba t h i s a rare treat ins t ead 
of a grim necessity to s orre of these youngsters , and inie ed sorre 
of the ex::t;:eriences of Club workers tend to ffiirengthen this belie f . 
For instance , one of t e Club~ was actually the recipient of 
severe condemnation on the :part of certain parents because those 
in charge had a ided and ab e tted the boys of these angry and 
unworthy :rnre nt s in cutting off their ur.d erclo the s in order to 
take a bath , tbese same underclothes having been se~ed on for 
the winter . The simple t r uth of the matter is t hat the 
entire lack of pro:per care of the body is quite the customary 
thing i n these h ore s where dar kne s s reigns su pre roo 
The teeth are frequently found to be in terrible condition , 
even in quite young boys , and the suffering that is in store 
for tbem is terrible to contemplate. Through the physical 
department of the Bo;>rs ' Club this discovery is made , and the 
unfortunate condition remedied by trips to the free denta1 
clinic >f the cit • This often lea s to the further discovery 
of enlarged tonsils or adenoi ds , or both , and a date i s fixed a t 
onc e for an operation. 
Smoking is, of course , predominant among this clas s of boys . 
Little fell s five or six years of ,age have ac lieved skill in 
the subtle art of ' scouting butts ' --a t e c:b.nical term of tre boy 
world, y hich is Ire ant parad:llgg tm gutters of our s treets in a 
mi nute search for tbe half smolred cigarets ano_ cigars cast a\.,'ay 
by unthinking elders. These stubs are seized ~ i th great glee 
and \Vith much secrecy as is possi ble , eitrer for p3rsona con-
sumption or to be pooled, and 1 ater divided in accordame with a 
previous agreeJ'IEnt among t:he searchers.. Tre influence of the 
Boys ' Club is all against smoking. I t has no panacea to prevent 
the evil; but , it s o:pposi tion is vigorous and per sisterut both 
by precept and example. It recognize s that any remedy that 
does not t ake into co nsider ation tbe psychological as we 11 as 
the physiological aspects of the :problem is do omed to fa ilure . 
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]Jere rant ing agains t ..,moking by thoc·e v.1ho a r·e clUJ!posed to oppose i t 
has be co03 a j ol::e a.m ong b oys . Mere k.'>l avledge of tl::e effect of 
smoki ng upo n the system. The snccessful remedy must set up 
an ncentive ·withi~ the boy to stop smoking To present the prob-
lem as a challenge , to convi nce him that it ta.ke s grity and nerve 
a nd Til3nhood, that it is s cmethi~g every bO;'~l cannot do . is an ap::1roach 
in the right direction.. Frequently , t he boys themselves vote 
that no 1m mber of the Club wh o smolre s is eli g i ble for an r a.thle tic 
team r epre 33nting the Club , a.11d this has its certain i nfluence . 
Thus , under the direction of the physical departrmnt the oys 1 
Cl ub reaches vast numbers of boys f rom the very familj'es here 
the . uest :ion of real th re c eive-=> le ast c onsideration. I t teaches 
these boys that Sl.lc cess in life depends f i rst of a ll on gocd health 
ana_ shows them the \'Jay t o gain th is real th . ~. _ore over , the boys 
c a rry this te8.ching into there h omes wi th the mos t be ne ficent 
result s , and ultima t e ly the doctr ine of cleanliness i s made t he 
basis of uncoui:lmed numbers of horm s that cmre into being v:i t h the 
passing of the years. Thus , by example and precept , by educat i on 
and IB rs i stency , this departrre :rrt of the Boys' Club has an important 
ar i n m&J.y ways unique pla.ce i n the field of y.c· eventi ve mei icine 
and t he pr oduction of healthful citizens .. 
2 . Soc i al.. If one were to pay a vis lit t o any a= the 
successful Clubs he woul d be cer t ain of finding t he oc i al side 
of the boys life receiving a great deal of attention . Variou 
and sundry are t.he wey-s and m:~an s of emphasizirJg this phase of the 
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work. The game room with its pool table , b i l iard table, 
carroms , checkers, cr okinole, and numerous other games i .s always 
a busy p~~ce These act:L vi ties are under constant adult super-
vision ; fairness is insisted upon, and the _ight of every boy to 
participate i n them i s nai ntaire d. Discipline i s strictly en-
forced; ancl, while there is likely to be a ...,ufficient vol ume of 
no ise to upset easily disturbed nerves , neverthe l ess , it is the 
busy hum of contentment and enjoyment , rather t:aan the strident 
note of d iscord, and what is t(3rmed in the boy ' s own dialect 
' ~ h ' rougn-~ ouse • The ex-perie nced v:orker with boys can as 
quickly determine the state of discipline from the sound ensuing 
as the ex})3rienced. motoris t can determine misfiring in his engi ne 
from the oo und of the exhaust. 
The pu:rpose of this departiiBnt of the Club i s not sole y to 
entertain . Beyond ancl above this is the fundament desire to 
create an atmosphere· that is at once wholesome and enjoyable, not 
to say hmooli e . 
There has been much said in criticism of organizations v:hich 
are Ofen to boys after the suprer hour , by persons whose zeal 
for t re ory is much greater than their knowledge of f acts . ~ o 
one will dispute the theory that the l ogical place fo r a bo~l at 
night is his horm; but, the truth of the matter is that tens 
an:1 thousands of our boys are not at horm when they s hould be • 
They are on the stree ts , in the cheap movi e shows, pool-rooms , 
dare e halls , bovTling alleys and back al leys , where they s hou d not 
be. N'o11 , i t my be said that the parents are t o blarre, and 
Jer'haps there is an element of truth in the idea. ut on the 
whole , there is nothing to be gaire d by is suing Phi lippics fraught 
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with acrimonious i nvec tive againCJt inefficient parents . I t i s 
f a:r mor e likely to right t he wroP.g , if we unier t ake the more 
i mpor·tant tas _ of right l y dealing dealing wi th exceeding y 
f fic ient boys . 
Vlhen the boy has finished sup:r:er , there coroos to him a 
J;er f ect ly :natural, and altogetler normal desire to o someth i ng . 
He does not care very much what re does , but m wants to do 
sorm thing. There i s nothi:ag at horre to att ract him , so he 
warders onto the street where , to be brief , he be corms as s o-
ciated with the much tal Jr...ed about ' gang ', and eventua ly, almost 
certainly a pa rticipator i n iscussions and activities wh ich 
tend to wren h i s e t hical , moral and p:h.ysi cal we 11- be i n g. 
The ffi boys am not drawn from their hmm s at night - -trey a re 
not i n their homes at night , they a:re on the streets. The 
streets hold only influences not of the best . Tbe l.:rc igh t 
l ights of i1. Club House and t he f ellowsh ip within ~ serve as a 
counter attraction par excellence . To these they throng i n 
hundreds--eager- e ye d , loya l hearted , high spirited, men of 
tomorro11 . 
lot onl y are there the g erera l ganes rooms in the social 
depar t rmnt , but the bulletin board will dou. tle s s announce the 
next rreeti:ng of the ' L.H ~ C . ' , or the ' P . T . C . ' , or some other 
myst i c combins.tion af Je tters. Upon i nquiry one discov~rs 
that these are group clubs , composed of boys drawn togethe r by 
a common interest, all bent upon achieving great things in 
their particular line. It i s in these group clubs that 
tre leader gets closes t t o his boys. He re , he 1 eax ns the 
secret code , without which he is all lu t a stranger to hi s 
little chums. Here , he sees beneat h the grimy exter io 
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deep into the soul of the boy and finds it pure go ld. He r e , 
he discove r s the pr iceless value of the product wi th v1hi ch he i s 
dealing . Here, he may a ttempt the de licate cutting , gr i nding 
and polishing tha t produces the flashing jewe l from t he crude 
material. 
Under the head of t he social activities of the Boys r Club 
should be mentioned the traini ng of t he dramatic inst i nct. The 
boy loves to act. This nat ive tendency finds expre ssion in 
a wide var iety of pl ays ranging from t he farce of h i s own 
creation to such ma j or efforts as Galsworthy ' s ''Strif e 1' . 
Brass bands and stringe d orches tras develop l atent musical 
_e nius, and furnish both h i gh grade ent er t ainment and remuner -
a tive occupat ion . The mus ical ability of t he b oys of the 
Columbia Park Boys Club j_n San Francisco , for example, enabled 
some t h irty or forty of them t o take a tr ip a round the world . 
'l'hus in t he Soc i al De part ment of the Boys ' Club, we have 
a carefully planned program of ac t i v i t ies calcul ated to develop 
this p_ase of the boys life in such a manner as t o aid the boy 
and werve society. 
3. Mental. The world to - day pays hom:~.ge t o t he mental-
ly alert. Tosrise above med i ocr ity , one mus t nave a trained 
mind . democ r a cy tha t is t o pe r s i st must have citizens 
t hat are i nte lligent. Ho institution t hat wields as po t en t 
an influence over its membe·i'Ship as does t he oys ' Clu1J over 
its bo; s can afford t o neglec t the traini ng of the ment a l life 
as well as building bodies that are s trong and outloots upon 
life t ha t a re social . 
The specific form wl1ich t h i s t raini ng takes va.r i e s i n the 
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d ifferent club s a ccording to t he needs of t he loca l s itua tion 
a nd t he needs of t _~ boys . I n genera l , may be mentioned 
such s t andard a c tivi tie s as de bating, ar t, mus ic, : amat ic s , 
r adi o ins truction and the like. This class work will · a r y 
ac cord i ng to the needs of the local s ituation and t he es i res 
Class 
l?!ork. of t he boys . Fo r exaDpl e , if the 1·e is a f i ne c lass in 
de ba ting or rad i o a t the high schoo l th Bo3rs ' Club ··,-oul d be 
less apt to have one u nder i ts auspices. I f t he bo ' s 
int e r es ts r a n to dramatic s t hat i s t he t ype of ins tructive 
worl: t hat rJould be i n troduced into t he Club ac tivi t ies. 
Self- government in t he Boys ' Club is much to be commende 
despite the vigorou s critici sm it has received fro m t hose 
Self- l eaders of bo ;}rs v/ho, h J.Yi ng ha lf-heart edly a ttempt e 
Gove rnme nt. it , have found it unsuccessful. The basic princi _le 
of se lf-:government is the ba sic princ i pJ.e of democracJ-- . It 
be l ieves in t he fundamen t a l principle that no l aw shal l be 
_handed clown fro m a >ove t hat h as not first been hande d u p from 
beneath by t hose Vih om it i s to e ffect. It is participation 
by a l l i n the operati on of t he Club. 
There a r e va rious f orms of se lf-government successful ~~ 
i n opera tion i n Bo.s ' Clubs , of whic:i:l t vo 1.'.' il l be ment ioned. 
(1) The f amiliar Club organization with Pres i dent , Vice-
president. Secre t a.r~r and Treasurer for officer s , and t he 3.:p-pro-
pria t e committees as athl etic , entertainment, rule s , ro r an 
e tc. This type is t he l east valua ble of t he t wo fr om the 
po int of view of cit izenshi~0 t1·e.iniY1': of V1e r-~ ._. . 
Club -overYll!lent b a se<l upon some f orm of pub lie g overnment , 
s uc:1 as tlJe C it~.,. . 3t a t e , or r a tional fo rm . _ sume t hat t ·he 
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mrmicipal type of governrmnt i s chosen for a g i ven Club . The 
ent ire rrem bership ~Till elect a 11ley"or , wh o shal l ba ve general 
direction of the interests and activities of t :te o rgani zation 
for tre term of h i s of f :ice . The various depa.r trre nt s of the 
Club will be narmd after the various departrrents of the city , 
a nd function ac cord.ir.gly. For i !l...stance , the dues of the 
Club vd ll be c alled taxes , anc1. a group of boys · ri ll m ve the 
task of tax colle cti:ng , for the purpose of JE.yir.tg t he ex:p3nse s 
of the Clui)-city , and every n:ember will be required to pay taxes 
for specific pur:pcses , whic h le knal' s about and understar..d s . 
Thus , in the ea.:r:ly years , 1he b oy receives practical ins t ruc -
tion in the theory and practice of taxation. I n this 
n:a.rme r , the Club contribute s to the future community ¥Je lfa.re 
i n a substantial way, throug_h. work that i s but lit t1e more 
than play . 
The wi s e Club wi ll fm ... ther ingrain in i t s n:embers the 
fundamenta l principle of tl:e typ3 of governrrent i t has adopted . 
I n the city tYJ.e . f o r exampl e , fuis rm.:>r be accomplished thr ough 
the co- op:: rat ion of the city officials . The .~ey or and 
others vli.ll usually be glad to address the boys on the general 
sub j ect , nMy duty as - -----n . The Mayor will te ll of the 
tasks and :proble ms of a Mey or , the Alder men wi 11 relate the ir 
f unctions , the city soJi citor will describe the egal pha se of 
muni ci pal gove r nrrent , ancl other offi cials wi ll we lc ozre the 
op}X)rtu.nit y to aid these f uture c itizens i n the a cqu isiti on of 
that t ~ of know ledge wh :ic h w i 11 serve them e 11 as t he 
dL-rectors of the destiny of the Ci tw i n the years ahead . 
Que sti o:ns from the boys will re veal t he i n tens "" ty of t heir 
i n terest i n c j_vic p.-.r.•ob l e rrs , an d the keen i nsigh t which i s 
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theirs with regard to local needs. 
Self- governn:ent must la i n fact what its name indioat e ..... . 
The boys must :b..ave both authority and resources to carry out 
tre ir programs .. They will seek the ad vice and c ouse 1 of 
the adult leaders as a rm.tter of course , but their p ns must 
have tle r :ight of way. Tre adult leader will retain the 
veto pol!er h01rever , and e xercise it in the case of proposed 
programs t'h.at are obviously dele teriou.s to the :r;arnanent welfare 
of the organization. r~n to use this pc.v1er is a, de lie ate 
question wh ich calls for keen insight on the leader ' s part. 
I t is f requently bette r tc let a bad program be carried through 
that the boys may learn from e:z:rerience . But , an un- social 
program , or one utterly out of harmony with t re underlyii¥:?; prin-
ciples of tre iil...stitution shouJii be nip:red. in the bud 
eedless to s::w, there must be abso l u te a..Yl.d mutual confidence 
between leader ancl boys , eloo nothirg i s possible , 
4 . Voca tionaJ.. CJa sse s. The principle of Je arning to do b y 
doi r..g is the W. sis of th i s departrrent of tl:e standardized Bo;ys' 
Club . Here , the boy disco vers that all l i fe is not m asared 
i n terms of athletic a bill ty , and that there are other intere sts 
than the soci al . I n the early dey s , the o rk of this depart-
mnt Fas knm1n as work in 11 Inlustr ial Classes". But to- day:-
nvoca:tional is c onsi.dered the most suitab le term to 
apply t o the !:and craft cl asses and clubs that are 
ocoupyi :ng such an important place in the program of 
the standardized Boys ' Club . Some are t rade classes , 
mny are indusir ial classes , a. few are art classes , but a ll 
are vocational or avocationaJ. . IT 1 
I n 124 clubs throughout the United States , there are f arty-
five different subjects taught in the wca:tiort..al classes. The 
1 Atkinson , c . J ., Vocational Classes 
Table , January, 1923, p . 5 
a 
Boys ' "Orkers Round 
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half dozen most fre qoont ly taught am: - wo odwork , cabinet makirl..g 
etc., i s taught i n eighiu· of the 124 Clubs ; RE!dio i n f orty seven , 
Vocal mus ic i n forty six ClulE ; print i ng i n fort-y three Clubs ; 
art--including free -r.and drawing , water color , pai nting etc . in 
thirty six Clubs , and drarrat ic produ.cti on i n thi rty- four Clubs . 1 
The influenc e of t hese classes on the f uture career s of 
the boys is revealed i n an experirrent comucted by o11..e Clu 
Superintendent , and de scr ire d as f ol lmvs :-
nAfter conducting such classes in great var iety , i n his 
Club for nine years , he sent out a questionaire to htmdreds 
of p:~.s t and preoont oo mbers who lad taken up gainf u~ employ-
roont . The repl ie s i ndi c at ed that n i mty one rercent of 
those who had spent one or more years i n class wo r k :rhile 
nemeers of tm Cl ub were s atisfied with t heir employiD3nt , while 
and t he n:a jority attributed the choice of emp1oym nt to 
Boys ' Cl ub influence . Of those \\h o had m t taken up 
vocatiorJB. l class work i n the Club , only twenty- seven percent 
had f ound their way· into pursuits with which they ;ere 
entirely satisfied .. " 2. . 
The :r;ermanent interest of this type of work for the b oy i s 
contrasted t>vi th the t ransient and even fleetir-€ i nterest i n 
games and rre re amu.'3emen t devices by \.h- . Atkinson ir these ~ ords : -
'The term "industr :i.a,l pJayn has become a part of the modern 
Bo s ' Club terminology. I t i s a protest agai mt t he 
of t repeated libel ih at boys disl ike ~ork . Boys , like 
everyone else , are not partial to disagreeable ·· ork, b t 
to a greater degree than their older brothers , they take 
ki ndly to work that is agreeable , because of an i nrnte 
desire to be doi ng some thing .. This gives t:P...e opportunity 
to cultivate a love f or YJor --the work hab it- - and of al 
the me diums to this eni the vocati oml class i s found to 
be the bes t. 
Exp3 r ie me has taught workers with boys that there are 
few games or amusements that wil attract or h old boys 
for very long u.nle ss sone i r.c enti ve i s a dde d , such as i nter-
mura l or outside comr-e ti ti on . Hence t re fam i liar i nqu i ry , 
"t"l ln:.t bave you. to s uggest that is m w for our games ro om?11 
To which the lest reply , i n t~..e interest of economy i s , " re -
new i nterest in the old games by arrar.ging tournamnt s , 
with honorable nention or pri zes ." But even tournamnts 
grow monotonous. Vocational c l asses , on the other h9.nd , 
star t off v1 i th the advantage of having direct ap:r:ea to sane 
latent desire in the boy , a craving to find expression 
1. Boys ' Club Federation Ye arbook , 1923. pp 31 , 32. 
2. tkinson , C .. J .. , i£1£b 11 • 5. 
through IE neil , brush , C:h ieel , saw, or the pr in· ed page . 
Add to this t h e almost endless possibilities in rew and 
varied p:r·ojects through the work of the c-lass . and the 
charm is complete. The boy i s not only a t tra ted , he 
is l:eld. Close appl ication ano. continued industry are 
required , but the s:porting instinct i s appealed to , the 
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j oy of achieVeiD:lnt i s ahead , and good hard work becoroos 
industrial play. Then ·when the work that bas ooen [l..is 
delight as a boy be corms a rm d.ium of livelihood as a man , 
and continues to hlbld its a ttraftiveness as industr :ial play , 
tre ful1 force of the argurrent for iniiustr:ial classes i n 
the Boys ' Club pro gram is brought horoo. 1 
So , it r:.tB.y be said , no more potent influence is likely_to 
e exercised in the life of these boys than that of the vocational 
claws in the Boys ' Club . Sorm few Clubs 11e glect this phase 
al t.oge tre r , or stress i t but feebly ; arul , in so doing . they fail 
to seize upon o:ne of tre really great assets i n the traini rg of 
the boy. 
5 . Practical Results . Having discus red the var i ous 
processes by which a Boys ' Club func tiors , the next c ancern has 
to do with results achieved . Are they s pec i fic? Are they 
mrth while? Are they commensurate with the e forts involved 
ani morny ex:r:ended? Per haps , the oo s t evidence of the general 
opi nion in the affirmative to aJ.l these questiom i s t _e c nstant 
growth and expansion of the Clubs throughout t e wor d . These 
Clubs depend for financial existence " upon the good- v:ill and 
generosity public spirited citizens i n local comnnmi ties . 
The m are so n:any worth:T cames to 1 r..ich these ];EOpJ.e feel that 
they nru.st contribute , that an organi zation must be fi:ne indeed 
to c la.im their loyalty and ire reasing gif t s throughout the years. 
1Te vertheless , thio h ; pree i 3ely what happens in tre Com 'Yli t t e 
,.,he m the Bo ' Cl ub is 'tculy fum t; io ni:ag . ue lio m doe s a B ys ' 
Club of this tyiX? close its doors for -lack af s upper t.. Seldom 
1 ~, pP 5 , 6 
too , does a camp3.ign fo r money to run such a Club fal by the 
ways ide .. The Clubs are ::,u:p:p6rted because they are doing a 
work that must be done ; and that guarantees to the community a 
better type of citizenship for the years ahead than vould be 
possible did not the Club e~ist~ 
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The s ogan of tre Boys ' Club movement is : -nCharacter Building 
for Ci tizenship" . This may be interpreted to mean the setting 
up of high moral standards and ethical values i n the l ife of the 
boy ; the love of vJOrk ; t:OO wise choice of vocation , and the 
social outlook upon lif e ; i . e ., consideration of the , ,elfare of 
the i'Thole commanity as agui!ls t the modern c oncept i on of individ-
ualistic gain b what ever means are within the la1. 
Character building 
or citizenship. 
Boys of all kinds , types , and nation ities 
find thems(3lves rubbing elbows with one ano ther 
in the Boys ' Clul)--all coming under the influence of the dominant 
:principle of cb.aracter building for citizenship . . nd , let it 
be said that to put the composite of tbe worl ' s boys into the 
ne l t i ng pot of a Boys' Club v and bring them out worthy citizens 
f the Amrican democracy is a tremendous problem of supreme 
i mpo ~tance. Every day and night , over all this great land , 
h1Lndreds of thousands of boys are being thus thrown together in 
too Boys ' lubs of America, wi th this guiding v..cinciple operat i ng 
to aid the future of the 1~tion. 
Lead i ng boys to a wise choice of life work i s no mall part 
of the practical results of the Boys ' Club activities . The man •s 
Vocational 
Guidance. 
future happiness depends upon satisfaction with the 
task which occuppies his daily thought , in large degree . 
I f , i nstead of stumbling into the first j ob that opsns to him , the 
young rmn , on the threshold of life ' s career , ad j usts himself to 
his abili ties and i nterests--pi cks out that line of 10rk v;hich 
will be for him something more than a live lihood , a dru gery, a 
dailynround of monotonous routine , then will life be l i ved on a 
higher plane , ambition vlill increase , and the general standard 
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of living and happiness will be augmente • This is the functio n 
of vocational guidance---to put square pegs into squa re hol es. 
In this conrection Mr . Atkinson remarks :-
" In recent years we have heard a great deal about vocational 
guidance . Elaborate methods of character stu y, tendency 
evaluat ion , and self- analysis have been devised as a means of 
guidi ng boys i n the choice of a vocation. Boys' Club e~o onents 
have open minds , and are receptive to new thought and roothod , 
but are inclined to put everything to the acid test . They 
13-Ve conse quently looked sonewhat askanc e at short cuts i n 
vocational guidance . Decide nothing for tbe boy, but give 
him every op:portuni ty to decide for himself ·would probably 
express their attitude on the sub ject. So as the best me an 
to t h is end they establish vocational classes where the boy can 
disc over hiw.self . Given a choice of occupational classes , 
the boy will seldom choose one for a permanency until he bas 
tried several Having made the choice , and foll~1ed it during 
his Boys' Club years , he has a clear lead for his life work." 1 
Perhaps the most spectacular result of a Boys ' Club operating 
in the midst of the teeming masses of a city, i s the almost i nev-
eduction bf 
Juvenile Del-
inquency. 
level. 
i table reduction in j uvenile crime among boy s. 
This ac·t fi nds the practical business man on his o•n 
He is not espe ciall;}r concerned with tbe psychology o 
boyho od ; he feels no special thrill at the ID.3ntion of standardized 
programs , their ~mrit or lac of ne rit ; vocational gui ance and 
other technicalities of the profession. But he see s the practi-
cal efficiency of a work t hat ca.n ma, .e bad boys gocd and go cd boys 
better . This the Boys ' Clu1) does. I t is the il3 s timony of 
police and court officials whereve r a Bo;ys ' Club flourishes that 
fevrer boys come under t 113 observation and jurisdic t ion of the 
authorities than whe :re a Boys ' Club is cons1>pcuous by its absence. 
1 i bid, p. 5. 
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Crirre , for the most :part , is misdi rected surpl us energy in the 
normal oy . 
viciousre ss . 
I t is only infrequently that i t is motivated by 
O!l.e ruust ever rerrember t hat j ust as it i s the 
saiD3 steam tha.t drives an engine forward as it is that sends it 
backward; so it is the same energy in the life of a boy that sends 
him nnrching manward vr i th head erect and conf ident tread , as it is 
that sends him s kulking and sneaking down the briar strelNil path-
'la y that leads ulti mate 1y to the juveni le court and the ref cr.cm 
school. I t is the duty of socie ty t o gui de and direct and 
shape ar:d contro l th i s boundless energy . This duty society 
can fulf ill by generous support of those i nstituti ons that surround 
tre. i ro:perilled boy wi t h the prore r enviro nment . 
There is aJ..most no l imi t t o the test imony that coul d be 
of fere d t o i ndi cate the val ue of too work of the Boys ' Cl ub i n 
reducing juve nile de ling 1113ncy. The f ollowing comments by 
var i ous court and police offic i als serve to ill ustrate vhat is 
meant . 
Result ·of a Ch igago EXP3 riment. 
"'Du.ring the t'nelve months f oll cYli:r.g the e s tablishrmnt of 
the Union League Boys ' Cl ub , the juvenil e ·cases rep or t ed to 
t re police of the l B·th prec i nc t sh ~v a decr eawe of 73%. 
Too re was a t i iD9 when del i n quent boys cases from this 
di str ict was the ru l e , now a case f rom this district is the 
except i on." ---Judge Vi ctor P . Arnol d , Ch i cago, Ill. 
Norfolk Re ver ses a Record . 
"'I have repeatedly made tre statement i n public that 
the se c tion of the c i t y from whi ch the Boys ' Cl ub draws i ts 
l'll3mbership was fornerly t !:e sec tion from v.hich Te drew most 
of our juveni le cases , and tlnt since the inauguration of the 
Boys ' Club , it has become t he section ~ rom wh i ch we raw 
t re f ewest cases ."---Just i ce Vlilli am v, . Dey , Juven· le a.11d 
Domestic Relations Court , Nor f o l k , Va . 
Great est Factor i n Jacksonville • 
" The Boys' Cl ub and Hon:e work i n this city is the 
greatest factor i n the reduction of Juvenile delinquency. 
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For the past three months it has onl y been necessary that one 
local boy b committed to our State I ndustrial School , and 
it hao reduced tre number of other boys getting into troubl e 
on the streets to a great extent ."---J.C.Lanier , Probat ion 
Officer , Juvenile Cour·t of Duval County , Jacksonvi l e , la. 
Solving the Problem i n Troy, N. Y. 
" For the past ten years , during which I h9.ve been po l ice 
Justice , tre Troy Boys ' Club has been an agency or real good 
upon whi ch I have depended much , in the work of the Chi ldrenfs 
Court, with the boys of Troy. I t not o y f urnishes a 
safe refuge from tbe dangers and tem~ptat ions of the city 
streets , but i t gives tre boys a taste for clean , 11hole soroo 
amusement , and teaches them that decency and manl i ness are 
worth while . I n my estimation, your Club is solving the 
problem of the boy on the c ity streets i n most satL.,J..actory 
fashion. " James F .. Byron, Police Justice, Troy , I . Y . 
Almost Complet e El i mination at .!enominee , i ch. 
nPrevious t o the o:cgaTl..ization of tre D. A. R. Boys ' Club , 
this Cou:c t rr.et with the usual exreriences of delinquenc , amon 
the young boys of the city. Every Saturday was given over 
to the :P..earing and disposition of j uvenile offenders. t is 
needless for rm to say that in n:any cases we despaire of 
solving the :PrOblem, the Industrial School of the tate not 
being the correct pJace for man of these boys , but sire e 
the Daughters of tm Arr.erican Revolution organized a Boys ' 
Club , providing a place for boys t o spend tre ir leisure ti rr:e 
under sup3rvision, delinquency has been reduced to such an 
extent that in the @St year this court has had only t wenty 
f ive cases of j uvenile offenders . Formerly we averaged 
ten delinquent boys in court i n om day. I am of the opinion 
that your Boys ' Club work is the sole agency i n this c i ty 
for the a lmost complete elimination of de linque rcy . n -- Judge 
John Stiles , Juvenil e Court , Menominee County, \ i chiO"an .. 1 
Thus , from large and sma 11 cities of .Lilm rica cones the same 
testimony from competent observers t that tm Boys ' Club is an 
e :ffecti ve agency· for tre re duet ion of c rirm among the boys of a 
city . The most i mportant thir.g about this is not tre ..... inancia l 
s a ing the tt.,,.zpu.ye :::-s , but the cha.racte r saving to the 
co mnnnli ty. 
1 "Boy Delinauency " , a pamphlet issued. by the oys' Club Feder-c:_t i on 
Hot only is the Boys' Club a reconstruct ive agency for 
the boys who be cone probationers of the 
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Conservation of 
the bo hood of 
the C ornmuni ty. 
Juvenile Court , but it i s a preventi ve agency 
that operates to keep boys out of CJ>urt . It 
tl:n-o !S about the boy the sheltering arm of personal interest , 
and the post tive protection of an all round program . I t 
surrounds t :t..e community ' s boys wi th a wholeso~re environnent , 
i t guide s and directs tf1..eir act iv ities in the critical years 
of deve l oprrent , and presents them later to the Y.lEI.t i on , 1ortr..y 
sons and heirs of the proud_ traditions of Aneri ca. 
the great conserver of the i mperil led group . 
It i s 
Conclusion. 
From the foregoing it seen-s evident that , granted 
that there i s a profound need for work with boys in every 
community , t..h.e organization lmov.'11 as tl1..e Boys' Club is the 
one best adapted to solve the problem of the Comrm.mity. 
A b it of deductive reasoning to this co~clusion i ncludes 
tr...e following six points :-
1 . Given we lfare v.rork , shal it be (a) reformative or 
(b) preventive? · 
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2 . I f p.1•eventive , shall it be with youth or with adu l ts ? 
3. I f with the y~mth of the land , are boys or girls the 
most imreri1led? Statistics shov1 that six boys go 
v1rong to one girl . 
4 . Boys are divided into three groups--sp3cia.l privileged , 
privileged , and underprivileged. 7hich group is most 
i mperilled? Cle arly the underprivileged. 
5 . What organization considers this underprivileged group 
its special field of endeavor ? 
6 . Tr..e Boys ' Club 
Furtrermore , it may be S?-id that t:r.e Boys ' Club wh ich is true 
to the best tradi tions s tands for :-
1. The developiOO nt of pr ograrm to suit local conditions. 
2 . Ad justment of progranE to boys , not b oys to p-rogram . 
3 . Service to boys without age limitations or restrictive 
fees. 
4 . Co- ore rat ion with the horoo , school , church and Sta te. 
5 . Vocati onal guidance through vocational classes . 
6 . Commur.tity serYice , community recognition, comrm.mity 
support . 
lV C ompre he r.JS i ve Summ.r y .. 
In trod uct ion .. 
he Community Boy Problem is an ever present task 
rest ing down upon the shoulders of tre socially-
mi nded group of every community . Its solution 
i s essential to the general welf are of society and 
tre progress of the local co mmur1i ty. 
I n searching out the solution to th i s complex and 
baffling problem i t must be clearly borne i n mind that 
what has come to be familiarl~r called nthe oy roblem" 
has t wo distiv...ct phases , viz :- (1 ) The Boy Problem in 
the home , and ( 2 ) the Boy Problem in the Comrrru.ni ty. 
The scope of this thesis limits the d i scussion to the 
latter phase of the problem • 
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. Moreover , because 1urrlamental and basic differences 
underlie the community boy problem in rural and urban 
communi ties , the sco~ of thi s thesi s i s still further 
limited to urban types of the problem . Cities of 
10,000 inhabitants or more t are tre only ones considered 
in this discussion. 
The Nature of the Comrrunity Boy Preble m. 
The source of this problem lies in three group3 
of factors, or backgr unds , wh ich i nevi-
Sociological 
Bac kgr oull..d. s • tably find the i r place in communi t life 
and bOJ.'" life . Large rrasres of popuilltion , cravded 
i nto excessively smaJ.l areas; the menace of povert ;. 
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parental ignorame and indifference; and the great 
evil of race prejudice , constituteo the comnnmi ty setti ng 
i n which the boy problem develops with great rapidity. 
The e factors are the inevitable products of life 
in a world of progress . The slavery to speed . the 
reversion to the j~~le instincts , as typified in the 
jazz mnia of the hour ,--in a word , the social unrest 
which CP~racterizes mmdern civilization, are responsible 
for producing the so i l i n which the seeds of the Community 
Boy Problem sprout and flourish .. 
When Aroorica narshalled her forces for war , and 
drafted rer young zmn from 21--31 yea:cs of age, one of 
the amazing, ani indeed al)JRlling revelat i ons o the 
Physi ological 
_Backgrounds . 
entire situation was the almost unbelievably 
hi gh p7rcemtage of the physically Ul'l..fit. 
This i s a direct attack upon the integrity ofthe society 
wh i ch permits such unfitmss to develop in it s midst. 
Agai n , society is respons i ble for the physi cal peril 
in wh i ch thousands of boys fi nd themselves , as victims 
of the child. labor system tole rated on the c i ty streets 
of American communities. 1 ewsb oys and ne sse nge r boys 
i n great hordes are getting their physical growth under 
t1 e menacing influence of late hours , improper .J. ood , 
and the insidious, health destroying vices that are 
c oncomi ttant wi th street life . 
I nherent in the nature of the boy are the instincts 
Psychological 
Bac :igr ound s • 
of gregar iou sness and hero worship. These 
are pote .. t facto r s i n the psychological 
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growth and develo:prrent of the boy which must be reckoned. 
with ~ .lis j udging their im:portance 9 · o-r neglec ting them , 
produces trouble for ·the community in the shape of un-
disciplined boys. The se are the riB t ur ing of the social 
nature of the boy ' s l ife , and demand an ad jus t ment on the 
part of t he tra i ners . of youth. 
I n the a clole scent per iod part i cula.rly , and i n all 
period s to s orre extent, t he· emotional f actor of t re boys 
be ing, i s stirred by the sce!l...e s 'I:'Jhich he ''' itnes se s on tre 
s ilver screen. recognit ion of this i s essential i s 
the comnmnity i s to unders t and why he r prospect i ve 
c itizens conduct themselves as they do on occasion. 
The developing sex instinct , and the powerf ul 
religious av.rake n ing--both dormant i n large me asure for 
t he fir st ten ye ars of life, hold full sway duri ng the 
remaining years of i mmatur i t y, and constitute important 
psychologi cal backgrounds that must not be overlooked i n 
de te rmining the nature of the Community Boy Problem. 
The rsultant of all these fac t ors OP3 rating i n the 
life of a boy is either a tendency towards delinquency ; 
or de linquency , in fact . The moral and ethic a life 
of the Community . a..'l'ld hence of the Nation , i s threatened 
whe n the Comnrurli t y Boy Problem is unsolved . 
Tl:1..e Solution of the Comrmmi ty Boy Problem. 
I n irs so lution , it is necessary to know that the 
boy population of ~.-be ave r age commur1ity may be roughly 
estimated by assuming that trere will be eight boys to the 
hundred population, where tl~ community is of 10, 0 
inhabitants or over. Thi~ boy p opulation may be more 
or less arbitrarily divided into three grouJS, termed the 
oy Populat ion 
Betv.reen ages of 
8- - 18. 
special privileged , privileged am under-
privi ~ged groups. Of these grouJE the 
underpr vileged is by far the most imperilled an , at the 
same tirm , the most largel · populated. 66% of the boy 
p opulation is underprivileged. 90% of the boys brought 
before th_e courts are from this group; yet , onl y 2 5% of the 
work with boys done in An:erica is with this needy class. 
ChalJe nge to the C ommu...r:U ty . 
From every angJe these boys constitute a challenge to 
the community. I t is the business of each l oca 1 co mrrruni ty 
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to raise up wbrthy citizens for the ongo i ng of t e tate , thus 
tbe principle of democracy is at sta '"e . 
From the financial side it is possible to figuxe this 
challenge. A bo;y- is considered to be \r orth ~~3 , 000 to the 
cormnunity , as a present C011SUII19 r and a prosp3ctive producer. 
It is obviously the Communityes duty to protect its human 
assets as we ll as it s material. posses s ions. This , for the 
present , c n best be done throw_h private o:L·ganizat i ons 
supp~ted by public subscr iption. 
Boys ' Vork Orga.TJ..izations . 
The Juvenile Courts , Refo~.r11 Schools anc'J i 0 J:..ovhe-
Reconstruct ive . orgr1.n.iz at io T.!S co:nst i tu te ef:fecti ve age nc ies 
of reconstruction for tm boy who has in sore unfortunate 
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manner, deviated f om the path af rectitude . For t e most 
part t}'}ese agencies deal wit:h. the boy who }1..as actually come 
under the juris die ti on of tre courts , a.nd am there _ore classed 
as ' rec onstructive '. 
The Boy Scouts . Y . M C • ..: .. , Chu.r·ch organizatio r.s and 
Community Boys ' Clubs are . the out standing agencies of co ns -
Construe tive. truction Their aim i s to take the boy oo fo J 
he ge t s into troul)le wi th tm long arm of tre law , and so 
fortify and :protec t him that h:is conduct . motivated from 
within . 1vill ~-ee:p him within the path of righteousness 
The Bo:y·b' Club as the Solu.·tion. 
Because the first three of these constructi ve agencies 
deal for the most part , with roornre rs of the speci al privileged 
and privileged classes , they do not attack the Community Boy 
P "'oblem at its dee center. ·ecause the oys' Cl:1b considers 
its special task to e wi th the underprivile ge d boys , i t is .the 
l·~ical agency for the solution of the boy :pro'b em of the 
CO ID!:l1Ull ty • 
It deals with the physd:tal , social , IJEntaJ. and mor 
s ides mf the boy ' s life It leaves the s:pirit ual training 
where it should be left , viz ;-in the ba.n s of the hmre nd 
Churc • 
The effectiveness of the Boys ' Club is e v i de need b, it s 
output .. Cit i zens are deve oped ; life or§'cu!Bt i ons are chosen 
'IHith care and gocd jud.gment ; delinquency i s reduced ; a.l'l.d the 
boy' ood. of the comnnu1ity is c anserved . 
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